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a’21 amberNetworkFestival with the theme “Post Digital
Ignorance” took place between the 10th of March and 16th of May 2021 in the network nodes amberPlatform (Istanbul), Darağaç (Izmir), New

Media society (Tehran), DAH Project (Shiraz), KounAktif (Casablanca), BAAB (Khartoum), Shahraban (Baalbek), Bishkek Contemporary (Bishkek) and ADEF (Cairo, Berlin) and the producer Oyoun (Berlin). All events were broadcasted online.As a

truly decentralized and

international festival, a'21 was taking place at a very special time, in line with the spirit and conditions of the time. Network members curated
a’21 content collectively and each node created as well as produced their content in their local context, which streamed online. a’21 situates the lab in the core of the festival where invited participants from

all network nodes
collectively
research, create and produce as well as curate and perform. The lab took place between 10th of March and 18th of April 2021 and followed by an online

exhibition on

ambernetworkfesti
val.org.
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a’21 amberNetworkFestivalwith the theme “Post Digital Ignorance”
took place between the 10th of March and 16th of May 2021 in the
network nodes amberPlatform (Istanbul), Darağaç (Izmir), New Media
society (Tehran), DAH Project (Shiraz), KounAktif (Casablanca), BAAB
(Khartoum), Shahraban (Baalbek), Bishkek Contemporary (Bishkek)
and ADEF (Cairo, Berlin) and the producer Oyoun (Berlin). All events
were broadcasted online.

As a truly decentralized and international festival, a'21was taking
place at a very special time, in line with the spirit and conditions of
the time. Network members curated a’21 content collectively and
each node created as well as produced their content in their local
context, which streamed online.

a’21 situates the lab in the core of the festival where invited
participants from all network nodes collectively research, create
and produce as well as curate and perform. The lab took place
between 10th of March and 18th of April 2021 and followed by an
online exhibition on ambernetworkfestival.org.
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a'21 Artistic Directors
Ekmel Ertan, Nina Martin (Oyoun's represent)

Co-curators and lab leaders
ChristophWachter & Mathias Jud

Network Nodes & Curators
amberPlatform istanbul, turkey — Ebru Yetişkin
New Media Society tehran, iran — Amirali Ghasemi
Darağaç izmir, turkey — Cenkhan Aksoy, Ali Cem Doğan
KounAktif casablanca, morocco — Youssef El Idrissi
baab khartoum, sudan — Rajaa Shamam
d.a.h. Project shiraz, iran — Mohsen Hazrati, Milad Forouzandeh
Shahraban baalbek, lebanon — Hamza Chamas
Bishkek Contemporary bishkek, kyrgyz republic — Shaarbek Amankul
Arab Digital Expression Foundation ADEF cairo, egypt — Laura Cugusi

Coordination
Çağıl Özdemir

Design
Daniele Savasta
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a'21 amberNetworkFestival is a concept of Ekmel
Ertan, ChristophWachter & Mathias Jud, based on
the amberFestival (2007-2015) and
amberNetwork (founded in 2008) under the the
artistic direction of Ekmel Ertan.

The long-time collective working methodology of
Christoph and Mathias is implemented within the
lab concept introduced by Oyoun.

2021 instance of the amberNetworkFestival was
funded by Berlin Senate’s Hauptstadtkulturfond
and produced by Oyoun, Berlin in collaboration
with amberPlatform, Istanbul.
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Collaborative Network Curation

a’21 amberNetworkFestivalworked with
collaborative network curation approach
where network participants research, create,
produce, as well as curate and perform in a
decolonial, decentred, collaborative and flat
decision-making structure.

With this approach to programming and
organization, a’21 amberNetworkFestivalwas a
unique experiment of its kind will continue to be
developed in the following editions.

amberNetworkFestival invited artists’ and
theoreticians’ foresight into the commonplace
around the festival theme post-digital
ignorance. Ignorance is a political stance for
some, a political tool to others as well as a relation
to the vast and biased forms of knowledge for
many. Digital technologies are powerful tools
designating public ignorance and forcing it
embedded in. Within the scope of a'21, we aimed
to create a platform that will raise our voice as a
wide diversity network through the insights of the
participants.
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Of Ignorance
ed. Ekmel Ertan, Nafiz Akşehirlioğlu
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Despite letting vast amounts of knowledge accessible to ever more
people digital technologies are powerful tools producing a peculiar
kind of public ignorance, one that seems to proliferate amidst ever
multiplying information and knowledge available in today’s
digitized environment.

Here, ignorance does not necessarily or only refer to a lack of
knowledge or a misrecognition but to a lack of assimilation when
faced with an enormous wealth of information, some of which may
be too traumatic or difficult for us to deal with. Alternately,
contemporary ignorance may be a perverse kind of delegation
where we let our technological gadgets process the knowledge
while we relish in ignorance. The now classical example of this is
the culture of downloading where we always consumemuch less
than we accumulate. It is as if the machines do the work of
knowing, reading or watching in our stead.

Ignorance is increasingly being supported by the images of today's
information technology. It is vast, connected and controls all
aspects of our lives. The algorithmic governance, artificial
intelligence, and expertized knowledge from art to science, to
politics, and to popular culture create a fear of knowing where
ordinary people feel they are inferior to the vast knowledge and
capacities to process it. There are things that wemay know, we like
to know, we need to know, we have the right to know and we have to
know; as well as “not to know” respectively. However, it seems that
the contemporary culture of ignorance is positively trending and
becoming a commonplace ideological stance all over theWorld.

a’21 amberNetworkFestival takes its cue from this commonplace
about our technology-driven present and invites all interested
people to participate and reflect on our future.
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Post Digital Ignorance
Ekmel Ertan

The past few decades have witnessed an emphasis on digital
technology. References to the techno-utopian seemed to signal the
possibility of social and cultural change while acknowledging a
fundamental flaw. The digital technologies and its commitment to
making knowledge accessible would produce the benefit and well-
being of all its citizens. Those promises were partly realized but the
other affordances of digital technologies did not let the techno-
utopia come true. It has seen that besides letting vast knowledge
accessible, digital technologies are also powerful tools designating
public ignorance.

Access to volumes of knowledge does not imply the assimilation of
knowledge. Philosopher Daniel R. DeNicola writes that a
consequence of immediate access to enormous banks of
information is valuing access to knowledge over the assimilation of
knowledge. DeNicola affirms that “[assimilation] creates within the
mind of the learner informational networks, conceptual
connections, cognitive frameworks, and expandedmoral,
intellectual and artistic imagination. These aspects of the life of the
mind alter our ways of speaking, acting, and responding to the
world-and influence what other knowledge wemight choose to
"look up." In the end, access to information is only as valuable as the
intelligence that selects and applies it.

This logic of “why to learn now, if it is always accessible” can be
explained by Robert Pfallers 1996 concept “interpassivity”. “[...]
certain behavior which consists in delegating one’s own pleasure:
people who use their video recorder instead of watching tv;
intellectuals who use their photocopy machine instead of reading
[...]. Their replacement to whom they delegate their pleasures to
function for them as interpassive media” (Pfaller 2009). Sociologist
and philosopher Renata Salecl gives an alike example regarding the
new digital manners: “When I download a daily planner or a fitness
app I can easily continue to not do the task I planned since the app
is a stand-in to which I somehow delegate the enjoyment of doing it
for me“ In a similar way, people delegating the enjoyment of
knowing to the machines while they relish the ignorance.

Furthermore, the preference technologies help to dwell in
ignorance. Individual preferences are partly shaped by cognitive
choices but mainly by the characteristics of available technologies,
tools, and corporate agendas. This DeNicola addresses
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[preferences]: “Today, our ignorance can be sustained by "user-
preference" technology. Whatever our beliefs, wemay enjoy a cozy
informational cocoon in which we hear only the news, opinions,
music, and voices we prefer. Ideas that might challenge our views
never reach us. “ DeNicola recites that the preference-driven
technology creates a cognitive comfort zone and adds: “Without
direct intention, we erect epistemic barriers.”

Renata Salecl questions the ignorance as a common behavior
clearly visible in regard to big data or climate change. “Although
people often “sign” informed consent agreements when they use
self-monitoring apps or when they engage with the Internet of
Things and control their environment from afar, they often ignore
the fact that they are allowing corporations and state surveillance
apparatuses to use their data in ways that go against their
interests. With the vast new knowledge that we are dealing with in
these times of big data, there is a concurrent increase in the
ignorance pertaining thereto.”

Ignorance is increasingly being supported by the images of today's
information technology. It is vast, connected and controlling all
aspects of our lives. The algorithmic governance, artificial
intelligence, and expertized knowledge from art to science, to
politics, and to popular culture create fear for knowing. People feel
they are inferior to the vast knowledge and capacities to process it.

Salecl asserts: “People in the developed world are afraid to admit
that the belief in development that underlies modern capitalism is,
in fact, something that cannot last forever. People are also afraid to
face the prospect that climate changemight actually lead to a
decline in economic growth and that any government intervention
in the market through various mechanisms of controlling carbon
dioxide emissions and introducing penalties for corporations might
also imply loss of the idea of freedom, which for many people is
related to the idea of the free market.” Ignorance and fear support
each other mutually. Furthermore, knowing requires taking
responsibility. “Maintaining ignorance is, then, a strategy for
preserving deniability and innocence, for keeping options open, for
avoiding responsibility, but also for assuring fairness and just
decision.“ Salecl also points out the unjustness of our generation’s
ignorance. “Prosperity is important for the current generation,
something that allows this generation to live longer, healthier lives
in the developed world. The problem of this generation, however, is
that it has not paid the full price of this progress. The rest of the
price will be charged to future generations.” (Salecl 2017)
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“Ignorance refers not only to the state of not-knowing; it also
designates that which we do not know. [...] ignorance has [...]
intentionality: it takes an object. To be ignorant is to be ignorant of
something. Objects of ignorance, like objects of knowledge, can
vary enormously in scope.” Being surrounded by objects as big
data, climate change, artificial intelligence and governance
algorithms wemight ask ourselves, as DeNicola does, a
fundamental question: “who can be ignorant of what and when?”

There are things that wemay know, we like to know, we need to
know, we have the right to know and we have to know; as well as
“not to know” respectively. While the contemporary culture of
ignorance is trending and becoming an ideological stance
(DeNicola), what is the ethic of ignorance in our technology-
assisted ecology?

a’21 amberNetworkFestival takes its cue from the public ignorance
about our technology-driven future, invites artists and
theoreticians foresight into the commonplace.

Salecl, Renata. (2017). Ignorance in Times of Big Data. Public Square.

@ publicsquare.dk retrieved on 23.11.2018

Robert Pfaller (2017) Interpassivity, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press.

DeNicola, R. D. (2018). Understanding Ignorance. [S.L.]: Mit Press,.
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website HTTP://AMBERPLATFORM.ORG

email INFO@AMBERPLATFORM.ORG

facebook AMBERFESTIVAL

instagram AMBERPLATFORM

youtube AMBERPLATFORM
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bis (Body Process arts Association) also known as amberPlatform is an Istanbul
based association that aims to explore artistic forms of expression at the
conjunction of the body and the digital process. bis aims to create an
international discussion and production platform in its local on the conjunction
of art and technology in general.

The concept of body-process refes to the inevitable relation between the
modern human and technological processes and tools. Starting from the
observation that new technologies increasingly manage practical and critical
aspects of our lives such as communication, health and security, this concept
orients itself to think about the fluid boundaries between body and technology
and the consequences of their interaction.

amberPlatform organizes "amber Art and Technology Festival" annually, directs
international artistic research and creation projects. amberPlatform focuses on
creating a community of research, creation, production and education in the
junction of art, technology and thought. Simultaneously, amberPlatform seeks to
create an international network of artists, researchers and technicians with
whom it would collaborate in a spirit of cooperation and exchange. It thus aims
to participate in universal art from a local and regional perspective.
amberPlatform prioritizes new openings in the field of art and technology that is
brought on by cultural exchange and cooperation projects that also include
artists and initiatives that are not part of the Global art circuits.
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In the midst of the information explosion, there has been an
ignorance explosion as well. Despite the excess of emphasis on
intelligence and smartness, today we are experiencing the
contagion of ignorance at a planetary scale. Ignorance is commonly
emerging and underestimated when there is a knowledge gap, that
is where knowledge has not yet fixed and infiltrated. In this way,
ignorance becomes a kind of vacuum or hollow space into which
knowledge is pulled. Therefore it is critical to explore how
ignorance is produced, maintained andmanipulated purposefully
in diverse settings. Can ignorance be a tactical construct in which
masses can be controlled? How can we use ignorance as a resource
for creative and experimental interventions? How can we explore
the role of digital technologies in causing the instrumentalization
and propagation of ignorance? In a’21 amberNetworkFestival,
amberPlatform is focused on agnotology, which is the study of
ignorance making. Rather than over control and over determination
by selecting the works that have focus on ignorance, the curatorial
approach adopted ignorance as a generative and immersive
resource and opened itself to collective research in progress.
As for ignorance is a product of inattention and cacophony, and
since we cannot study all things, the contributors are asked what
they find necessary to work and create ways of dealing with and
revealing ignorance. The focus of the works, such as
disinformation, climate change, quir-feminist interventions,
speculative design fiction, and ai and virtual reality, demonstrates
that the conditions of ignorance making is dispersed. Thus,
evaluating post-digital ignorance as a research problemwith its
different aspects, amberPlatform collectively examines, questions,
experiments and produces research outputs that can be exhibited
and shared with works that form an “Open Lab of Ignorance.”

We live in an age of ignorance
Ebru Yetiskin
amberPlatform Curator



website HTTP://ADEF.XYZ

email INFO@ARABDIGITALEXPRESSION.ORG

facebook ADEF.XYZ

instagram ADEF.XYZ
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The Arab Digital Expression Foundation (adef), through its core team
and rich web of affiliates, creates and documents models of
collaboration to design activities and projects which build on
technology in order to develop self-expression, knowledge
dissemination and production of thought.

In its new iterations, adef engages with and supports Arab collectives,
initiatives and groups to embark on projects that creatively capitalize
on digital technology for the production of free and open knowledge
and the promotion of artistic expression.
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email BAABCOLLECTIVE@OUTLOOK.COM

facebook BBAABB.SD

instagram BAABCOLLECTIVE

twitter BAABCOLLECTIVE

youtube BAAB COLLECTIVE
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Baab Collective aims to stimulate positive change in the society, hence
the name ‘Baab’ – meaning door in Arabic language – Baab attempts to
open the door for cooperation and joint action betweenmany actors
seeking to promote human rights; We seek to change the formula of
the past, and to create communication channels between human
rights institutions and agencies to drive change efforts in various
fields, and onmany fronts, and engaging with women, youth, teachers,
professionals, and innovators. The collective is concerned with
citizenship and family and social awareness in issues related to health,
education, employment, youth, gender and sexuality.

We coordinate, innovate, implement andmonitor projects to develop
learning and awareness-raising techniques, in collaboration with
women groups, youth, teachers, professionals and innovators to create
new forms of knowledge and sound guidance that takes into account
past failures in innovation towards a self-determined future.
Our goal is to examine and highlight the problems that surround us in
order to seek solutions to them and to achieve social justice.



website HTTP://BISHKEKART.KG

email BISHKEKCONTEMPORARYART@GMAIL.COM
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During Soviet times, arts and culture were promoted, financed and used by the
state and the communist party as an instrument to underpin the state, their
party values and ideology. Cultural content had to align with ideological
propaganda and be broadly understood by the general public. It also had to
instill into people a feeling of being a part of the ussr family alongside its
objectives and achievements.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the concomitant economic dip and
scarcity of state resources in the newly independent Kyrgyz Republic, the arts
and culture community and Kyrgyz Union of Artists not only lost its financing but
more importantly its role in society and the state. Twenty years after
independence, like other newly independent states, the multi-ethnic Kyrgyz
Republic is still struggling with a new national identity appealing to all
constituent parts of the country. There is also a lack of understanding of citizen
responsibility in a pluralistic market economy.

Б’Art Contemporary was founded in 2007 by Shaarbek Amankul as an artistic
research project andmobile art practice aimed at developing and promoting
contemporary art in Kyrgyzstan as an alternative to the traditional view of and
approach to art. To establish Contemporary Art and Culture in Kyrgyzstan as a
platform supporting creative interaction, collaboration and the generation of
newmedia as well as forging intercultural connections between artists and
societies in both Central Asia and internationally. To promote Contemporary Art
as a cultural sensor and facilitator of critical dialogue on environmental, social,
economic and cultural issues faced by the people of Kyrgyzstan and Central
Asian societies.
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website HTTP://DAHPROJECT.COM

email DAH@DAHPROJECT.COM

facebook DAR.AL.HOKOOMEH

instagram DAH_PROJECT
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Mohsen Hazrati and Milad Forouzandeh founded Dar-al-Hokoomeh, a New
Media art project in Shiraz, Iran, a year after graduating from Shiraz Art Institute
with the vision of creating a space for emerging artistic practices. Dar-al-
Hokoomeh has hosted exhibitions, screenings, talks, lectures and workshops
and has from its inception been at the forefront of the intersection of culture, art
and technology within Iran and on an international level. Dar-al-Hokoomeh
produces New Media events that are a chronological step in continuing an
Iranian tradition of exploring media ranging from film to video and sound art.

Not only through the exploration of the possibilities of New Media itself but also
through combining this with an underlying depth, richness and humorous wit
that is uniquely Shirazi. While outward looking and working on an international
level, Dar-al-Hokoomeh is still firmly grounded in Shiraz, Iran and is inspired by
the city’s rich history in the fields of literature and art.

With the dah project, Mohsen and Milad have managed to create a thriving and
vibrant New Media art scene in Shiraz that is able to compete with Tehran and
other centers of New Media around the world. Dar-al-Hokoomeh has invited
curators and artists and have hosted a number of events relating to technology
but simultaneously asks visitors online and irl questions about art, identity and
(geo)politics in a serious yet playful manner.
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website HTTP://DARAGAC.COM

email INFO@DARAGAC.COM

facebook DARAGACIZMIR

instagram DARAGACIZMIR

youtube DARAĞAÇ İZMİR
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Umurbey Neighborhood, formerly known as Darağaç, is located between
Alsancak Stadium and Halkapınar used as an industrial zone in the past. Today,
Darağaç neighborhood hosts artist / artisan workshops and residents. Darağaç
is also the name of a group of exhibitions that have developed andmatured with
an atmosphere of intense dialogue and discussion between the artists, artisans
and the residents of the neighborhood. The main goal of Darağaç is to transform
the neighborhood into a space where young artists can show their work and to
create a common discourse. Darağaç, due to the lack of venues in Izmir, acts as
a reconciliation zone for the emerging artist and the public space.

Darağaç has not imposed any subject andmaterial limitations for the artists in
the exhibitions it has organized and the events it has participated in. Darağaç
encourages the artists to try newmethods in the public sphere. Interdisciplinary
works are exhibited or hosted in Darağaç, in areas such as painting,
photography, sculpture, installation, video and performance. At the same time,
Darağac is trying to transform into a kind of experimental city institute.
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email KOUNAKTIVE@GMAIL.COM

facebook KOUNAKTIF

instagram KOUN.AKTIF

youtube KOUNAKTIF
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Kounaktif is a cultural platform founded in 2018 by Youssef El Idrissi and Youssef
Aaroui in Casablanca-Morocco, it aims to create a space for sharing knowledge
and know-how, for the weaving of social links through art and culture, and to the
development of creative and critical skills in the fields of visual arts, music,
philosophy, sciences, newmedias and diy (Do it yourself) practices. These
practices are perceived as tools of resistance against imposed realities, subtle
tools of expression that promote social innovation and community resilience.

Kounaktif's dna is the symbiosis between art, technology and ecology, through
creation, education and diffusion. Always working-with instead of working-on,
we highly promote collective intelligence and cooperation through our programs
of round tables, discussions, tutorials, exhibitions, participative workshops &
music concerts with openmics.
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Decolonizing Knowledge/Ignorance is beginning from the many, it's
thinking in terms of networks, flows and intensities. It's relating to
each other horizontally beyond any power/organizational structure.
Post-digital Ignorance in our region (North Africa) may refer to our
ignorance of our roots, pre-colonial values, mythologies and
imaginaries. This category of Ignorance is a very visible aspect in
the mainstream art field where we try to duplicate the model found
in theWest. Our galleries, concepts of art and inspirations are
mostly western because the whole ecosystem is built to sell, and
please collectors who are mostly from the western world or are
hugely influenced by the latter, which can distort the creativity and
authenticity of our art world.

Youssef El Idrissi
Kounaktif Curator
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website HTTP://NEWMEDIASOC.COM

facebook NEWMEDIATEHRAN

instagram NEWMEDIASOCIETY

twitter NEWMEDIATEHRAN

youtube NEWMEDIA SOCIETY
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Newmedia society is a project space, archive library
and a curated residency program based in Tehran.
nms was founded in summer 2014 in Tehran to act as
a hub andmediator for several emerging project
spaces across the country. The main focus is on
archiving and facilitating projects related to new
media arts by organizing talks, workshops,
publications, and events such as presentations,
seminars and exhibitions. Its long term goal is to
publish, translate, and produce relative materials as
well as archiving and public outreach to provide the
missing platform for newmedia’s ever-growing
scene in Iran.

Since New Media Society was founded, it has held
more than 100 events in collaboration with various
initiatives and art spaces on various themes and
topics: New Media Art History, Sociology, and art,
Animation, Architecture, photography, music and
sound art, archive, experimental film, and Digital art.
It has also organized workshops on interactive art,
programming, and art in public space.
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Shahraban is an open space for
knowledge and experimentation
includes a library and a Lab,
based in “Boday” a small village in
Baalbek, its goal is to share
knowledge to produce different
knowledges, it is an alternative
space for ideas to grow, and it is
also a space for knowledge of
traditions to continue.
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producer

website HTTPS://OYOUN.DE

facebook OYOUNBERLIN

instagram @OYOUNBERLIN

vimeo VIMEO.COM/OYOUN

youtube youtube.com/channel/ucgvzbl2m1y8axdctw0cv9jw

soundcloud soundcloud.com/oyoun
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Oyoun creates space for critical discussion,
reflective experimentation and radical solidarity.
Thanks to its diverse cultural offerings, Oyoun is a
hub for the production of culture and knowledge. The
non-profit cultural center sees itself as an inter- and
anti-disciplinary platform for newly emerging
approaches between and from the fields of fine arts,
performance art, theater, literature, dance, music,
newmedia, socioculture, education andmuchmore.

At the beginning of 2020, the non-profit Kultur
NeuDenken gUG took over the 3500m² cultural
institution at Lucy-Lameck-Str 32, Berlin Neukölln.

Oyoun carries out socio-cultural and artistic projects
that highlight neurodiverse and class-critical
perspectives throughout Berlin and internationally,
with the aim of creating an intersectional platform
for excellent diasporic, migrant and international art
and culture, a place for an artistic dialogue about
local relevant topics.

For Oyoun, intersectionality is a key guiding principle
and a lived practice that can be found in the artistic
and socio-cultural program. In this program, different
realities of life and their artistic and cultural forms of
expression aremade visible and empowered.
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Roots
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amberFestival as a festival in the conjunction of art technology and
society had been organized in Istanbul, between 2007-2015. Since
its inception amberFestival aimed at fostering new forms of artistic
expression through the possibilities of new technologies with a
critical approach as well as creating a network reaching out of the
center of a western point of view. amberNetwork is a concrete
attempt started in 2008 in that direction.

amberFestivalwas a thematic festival where the theme plays a
central role in creating discussions concerning the new -digital-
technologies and everyday life of people. When we started in 2007,
the theme of the amberFestivalwas voice and survival.

“Digital technologies articulate and redefine our ways of
communication, our speech, writing, visual and aural practices, and
even our sensory capabilities. Increasingly for individuals and
groups, institutions, and even states, the capability to be heard, to
have a legitimate voice has come to depend on the use of digital
technologies. We all feel the need to institute a technological
presence.

In today’s World, we are already present as data, numbers, signs,
images, or voices by the generative capacities of digital technology.
Yet, we all too readily assume that we are capable of producing a
voice, hence a worthwhile presence in the scenes and spheres that
matter to our lives and our future. Rather than being a given thing,
the capability to produce a voice that will embody our plight, our
stance in art, thought, love or politics has become a crucial
question that faces all of us.”

In 2007 we were more utopian about the technology and we
believed that we should and we could raise a voice of our own even
better with the technology. In the following years, we continued
with the themes interpassive persona 2008, uncyborgable
2009, datacity 2010, next ecology 2011, paratactic commons
2012, did you plug-it in? 2013, decentralisation 2014 and
laboro ergo sum 2015. The themes revealed the critical stance of
the festival and its aim to create a public discussion around the
topics of digital technologies and the body, ecology, governance,
changed working and “being” conditions, etc.

Our intended theme for 2016 was silence. “While we are silent like
a ‘scream’, technology talks for us! Mass media, the Internet,
Facebook talk for us, on behalf of us. Technology tells us what to
think, where to talk when to ask, what to wish for. Algorithms are
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thinking for us, talking for us; continuously producing new
proposals/suggestions to represent us, to be our voice! We are
convinced or forced to delegate our voice, our right to express
ourselves openly and publicly. We lost our voice in the noise of the
media; the noise created and sustained by technology, by the
power rules the technology.“ Though economical and political
conditions in Turkey had not let us achieve another edition till 2021.

Therefore our romance, which started with voice accidentally
ended with silence, later in 2017 on silence became ignorance.
During this period we ensured that we are in the Post Digital era.
All the considerations, warnings, and threads we have foreseen
became the realities we live along with. But this has been the case
that since the 50s artists —beside and along with their hesitations—
were warning us through their art about capitalism's use of
technology. The juxtaposition of art and technology —or say, Media
Art— was important because no other media has the capacities and
tools to make such statements —that Media Art did— to create
awareness. But those warnings did not help; finally, we are in an
unknownmade possible with digital technologies.

In a text about amberFestival later, I wrote: ”Today the Art and
Technology field, Digital Technologies, Biotechnologies, Gene
technologies, and others are still speculating about the future but
mostly skipping today. But in the different geographies, the
genuine problem should be about the people that are dying in the
Mediterranean or the Middle East and elsewhere every day and how
the people are becoming ignorant. Digital Space should focus today
and we should find novel ways of using Digital Space.

amberNetwork comes into effect at that point. Against the
deterministic Western understanding of science and technology,
people who live in the colonized “periphery” have other problems to
point to and other words to raise. We wanted to look at the
technology from the Other’s perspective starting at a very early
period of amberFestivals inception. After the experience of the first
edition, we understood that the “Center” is dominating not only in
the developments of the technology but also in the art —and
technology relation— as well. We wanted to reach other
geographies to collaborate with the people in art and culture, but
especially with the artists who are using digital technologies. That
led us to start amberNetwork in 2008 in the frame of
amberFestival. The first meeting was held in November 2008 in
İstanbul with the participating artists, cultural managers, and
curators from Turkey,
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Iran, Palestine, the Kyrgyz Republic, Armenia, Lebanon, France,
Greece, and Belgium. Since then some amberNetwork members
have collaborated in several projects, some were silent due to the
local conditions either financial or political.

On the other hand, in the last decade, digital technologies have
penetrated daily life all over the world and have caused a radical
transformation in newmedia art. This transformation was either
the integration of newmedia art (or media art) into the
contemporary art market or the critical works and artists had an
even smaller footprint after its peak, almost a decade ago and
before. But also the focus of the artists and art events out of the
market has changed, works now have to be less dependent on
technology as a medium to be critical about the technology since
its consequences spread to every aspect of life.

Finally covid-19 pandemic was the last to add on top, which had a
radical change in our lives but also our relationship with the
technology. Though we have yet a little clue about the upcoming,
we the people, not only who had professionally used technology
before but all have indulged in digital in their everyday life routine.
This also facilitated both production and participation of a
distributed festival: a’21 amberNetworkFestival. The world is
changing in an unknown way with the increasing speed of
development and the spread of technology. Therefore we need to
hear more and diverse voices from other geographies, other layers
of societies.

In 2008 due to the lack of access to the artists and organizations
out of the Centre, —which is theWestworld— bis called for a
meeting in Istanbul and started the amberNetworkwith
participating artists and art managers from Georgia, Armenia,
Kyrgyz Republic, Iran, Palestine, Lebanon, Greece, as well as France
and Belgium. amberNetwork aimed to create a new art and
technology network in the Periphery for exchange and
collaboration in artistic research, production, and creativity.

In 2021 with amberNetworkFestival the amberNetworkmembers
from Iran, Kyrgyz Republic, Lebanon, Sudan, Morocco, Egypt, and
Turkey. amberNetworkFestival focuses on collective curation and
creation-production processes prioritize new and alternative voices
rises from the periphery in relation to art, technology, and society.
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amberPlatform
associate professor Ebru Yetişkin

Today, we are in the midst of an ignorance pandemic not only in
Turkey but also at the global scale. I would like to share both my
insights on this subject matter within the scope of
a’21 amberNetworkFestival, as part of this collective work, andmy
thoughts and impressions on the festival. First and foremost, it
would be useful to take a small note on this slippery ground: I need
to state that I situate myself in a dark place which may somewhat
be difficult to grasp in dealing with this subject, rather than building
a polarization between “those who are ignorant” and “those who are
supposed to know” so as to adopt the latter position. One of the
most important reasons why I joined this collective work was the
fact that I more intensely experienced that grasping that which we
didn’t know was the only possibility to learn and be open to learn
under these pandemic conditions.

After all, it is, at least personally speaking, an indisputable fact that
facing with ignorance is a must for knowledge production.
Therefore, if I may continue to expand what we are dealing with
here, the beginning point, for me, was the definition of ‘the ignorant’
as someone who knows what he doesn’t know, yet the obtuse
[echel-i cühela], in terms of Karagöz, as someone who doesn’t
also knowwhat he doesn’t know and who doesn’t even care about it;
so, what we are dealing with here is highly bifilar…

Today, ignorance is, once more, used as a political-economical
supervision tactic, deploying us all as free and cheap labour power
producing data. Our neurons are very busy, even at the point of
being invaded. They are working in a routine and are prone to take
command. No need to be scared of having a chip installed in our
brains, we have already been involved in automation processes for
a long time now.

Oppressive operations collectively undertaken by “contemporary”
art institutions, sponsor corporations and related follower networks
by means of a multi-centred organization keep on being
obfuscated/justified under the guise of an innovation halo
illuminating the future. We have many Karagözes within the world
of collective organization and they are very comfortable and
unconcerned also among themselves although they keep on
nagging about the changing conditions.
It is as if an abysmal borehole cracked open in the midst of an
information explosion in which our emotions and thoughts,
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repressed, accumulated and fossilized at the bottom of this
borehole, act as rawmaterials. See, there even appears a whole
new geography underground.
This dark matter drilled through valleys of learned helplessness,
lakes taking on their own way, unabated rage volcanos, plateaus of
anxiousness and cliffs of fear is intense. Yet this dark and intense
matter is kept being drilled so that it doesn’t unexpectedly spring
forth on its own from the cracks of the earth; so that it doesn’t, God
forbit us, leak out and accidently pave way to transformation on
earth and on skies, rising clouds of dust.

That’s how the risk is contained. Innovation andmutation
processes are supported and deemed valuable as additives only
insofar as they create surplus value in favour of networks/ties of
oppression. See, dinosaurs are still alive, roaming the earth!
Furthermore, this control tactics, all in black sleeves equipped with
ground forces, are realized under probation, in other words by
means of restricting our sociability within life itself. Thanks to our
adaptation to the dominant and to the latter’s ongoing executions,
this automation program is rapidly updated and kept operative. Its
operation power is gradually growing.

It is deemed worthy, norm and dominant code not to know, not to
express that which we know, pretend not to know, go on our own
way, be scared of the unknown and ignore that which is known.
Sometimes in an ever-intensifying frequency, sometime sparser.
The hardware doesn’t work when it is not updated, it is the
condition of ignorance you need to consent to in contracts signed
without being read.

A frantic, multi-centred colonial excavation is going on in many
different cultural geographies of the world at a different pace. And
it’s now new. It has just been updated. I don’t know if you realized
that this colonial excavation goes hand in hand with mutant viruses.
Haven’t you still uploaded the latest version of this program and the
most up-to-date virus detection and repair program?
These dark scenarios confront us, the subjects of a feudal show -
even including many exhibitions, festivals and biennales—
accompanied by techno-fetishism since they are also designed as
speculative future fictions and popular culture industry commodities.

Productions based on similar codes, just because they are popular,
can easily be seen, heard and read. It is deemed a value to share
them. Those who wish to own this value are endowed with the
“right to brag.”
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Such productions increasingly more supported by
art institutions for above reasons shall be more
attentively analysed because techno-fetishist
works popularize their content while they
obfuscate the collective behind them to
undertake this colonialist excavation.

The establishment around art and technology-
centred work which has gained amomentum
especially recently transforms the belief in
pessimism and optimism into an object of desire
and pulls apart art from criticism and conceptual
discussions. The quest for peace and solidarity of
those who retreat to themselves in the midst of
this chaos further stirs up.

Those who support consumption-based lifestyles
also nurture many community-making
tendencies based on owning certain identities to
recharge themselves. Those who are isolated in
closed spaces in which both their voices are
echoed by likeminded people and the voice of
their similars become their own have already
been leading an isolated life among crowds for a
long time on social media platforms.

That’s how resources flowing towards diversity
and plurality of life are blocked and the critical
power of art within the human condition is
absorbed by this collective organization
producing deterministic ideologies.

Just another era when the motto of “ignorance is
bliss” is culturally adopted. It is a period in which
we yearn for power by ignoring all this, and we
don’t even prefer to know some things.

I call you from underground: We are scattered
around, we are being dispersed, we can barely
come together and we are, day by day,
unavoidably breaking apart but, on the other
hand, we, once again, encounter, meet and come

together with those who can keep on the road by
leaking out of the cracks of the underground.

My story in Amber is also like that, a little bit
dispersed. Amber Art and Technology Festival
which had taken place independently since 2007
on science and technology in Turkey had to be
disrupted in 2015.

What we did and did not when we were disrupted
undoubtedly affected decisions on how to lead
our lives and our decision-making processes.
Nevertheless, these ruptures and dispersals were
also a means towards interrogations we left aside
or ignored, towards an unstable equilibrium, once
more towards obscurity or sometimes even
indifference, towards interactions with others by
getting out of our shells and eventually towards
the decision to try a transformative path of
resistance and learning.

Wemake other ties/networks in a scattered
manner in the midst of a vintage. Amber, for me, is
an independent solidarity platformwhich comes
together to, once more, be dispersed; echoes
from afar and holds on to life with those who can
reassemble. This platform has now becomemore
multivocal. Today, problems in Iran, Sudan,
Lebanon, Germany and Turkey and the reasons for
behind these problems seem to reveal a network
of oppression which is getting more andmore
integrated.

Yet those who try to survive underground have
started to see each other. They have developed
tactics to deal with similar problems in different
places and at different times. The thing is, local
resistances remain short-sighted today, as we
haven’t yet sufficiently developed infrastructures
to collectively organize these tactics.
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We have to trust in this organization in favour of the commons which
is in themaking and under construction whose entire functioning
evades us and in which we don’t grasp each and everything, we need
tomakemore room for accidental encounters andmeetings, to be
able to delegate control and somehow come together with
likeminded people bymeans of dispersion and we have to
experiment on this collective production through variousmeans.

We need not to forget that ignorance generally emerges when there
is an information gap, in other words when knowledge hasn’t yet
been settled and propagated, and it is mostly underestimated. So,
how can wemake use of ignorance as a collective open resource to
have creative and experimental interventions? How can we reverse
the function of digital technologies which act as intermediaries for
the propagation of ignorance? Can ignorance be a cultural technic
and tactics which we use dispersedly?

AmberPlatform focuses on ignorance studies, meaning agnotology,
this year within the scope of a’21 amberNetworkFestival. During
the festival, I chose to see ignorance as a source spurting out from
underground rather than using the power to control and over-
determinate the content and the process by choosing works which
have a special emphasis on ignorance. I chose to include random
and even unexpected encounters whose destination I couldn’t
figure out.

Given ignorance is a product of inattentiveness and cacophony and
due to the fact that we couldn’t analyse each and everything, I
examined cracks which were already undermy reach. I asked people
whowere around AmberPlatformwhat was necessary, feasible and
indispensable today to createmeans to deal with ignorance.

The main focus of work on disinformation, climate change, queer-
feminist interventions, speculative design fiction, artificial
intelligence and virtual reality show us how today’s ignorance-
making conditions have propagated in various spheres.

We have thus established a dispersed and open laboratory with
these works to evaluate, analyse, interrogate post-digital ignorance
as a research question in its various dimensions under provisional
conditions to produce outcomes which are open for share.
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NewMedia Society
Amirali Ghasemi

NewMedia Society was found in Tehran in the summer of 2014 to
act as a centre and intermediary for developing project sites
around the country. Our main focus was to archive projects
regarding newmedia arts and beyond and conduct talks,
presentations, symposiums and exhibitions. Our long-term goal is
to make publications upon the matter, translate and produce texts.

We would like to be as inclusive as possible by maximizing access
and initiating cooperation with existing infrastructures, artists and
professionals. We, as nms, encourage interdisciplinary approaches
and aspire to create a context around video, sound and
performance for applications at the intersection of art, science and
society. We focus on strengthening small-scale projects around the
country by positioning ourselves as a centre/intermediary and
support people who wish to perform their work in the international
arena by conducting cooperative educational projects. Another
purpose of our work is to reverse the course of art and knowledge
transfer unilaterally imported in Iran. We focus on a knowledge
source which is generally invisible and ignored: encouraging
immigrant Iranian artists and researchers to share their
experiences and expertise with students and artists residing in
Iran. We believe that nms acts as a missing link which brings
together domestic and foreign strengths -Iranian artists and
professionals- acting as Iran’s intellectual resources.

The pandemic and its side effects lower our chances to meet with
people face-to-face to a minimum and we need to reconsider our
approach and take provisional, yet extendible measures to cope
with this situation. Although we have a limited space, one of the
strengths of our activities is to provide a safe space for dialogue
and discussion. This is required to be transferred online and
mediate in a distinct and efficient manner because not everyone is
online or has access to necessary means to rapidly transform her
practices into virtual applications. This gap created by the
pandemic affect us differently, some artists who can afford to have
a workshop continued to work, but art teachers, authors, designers
and some journalists most of whom having precarious working
conditions are deeply affected.
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The pandemic brought forward serious questions
on howwe would situate ourselves in the society
as art workers stricken by economic restrictions,
international isolation, local pressure. It
underlined the gap between the rich and the poor,
as well as the collapsing middle class. We know
what New Media Society, a small project space,
residence and library, can achieve in the post-
pandemic period. Although it is somehow under
threat and restricted due to our vulnerability
regarding access to the small income we have.
We also know that we need to work together
under great cooperation to strengthen local
communities and artistic initiatives around the
country which are under the threat of closure. We
believe that the solution is to self-organize and
self-educate and we will overcome our partial
dependency on not producers but institutions
designed to support the art market. We believe
that the future expands towards connected, non-
centralized, cost-effective yet virtual and
international endeavours.

In a’21 amberNetworkFestival lab, we are
working on a series of individual and collective
projects related to manipulation such as certain
horror themes, human-machine interactions,
artificial intelligence and poetry. Two of those
projects are Captchuman and Circular reporting.
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Darağaç
Cenkhan Aksoy and Ali Cem Doğan

Amber Network Festival was the first international performance of
Darağaç which had been locally active for six years. It provided us,
and others, with the chance to come together with collectives and
creative teams from various countries of the world. We realized,
during these meetings, that we hadmany things in common
although we lived in different countries under distinct agendas:
first and foremost, transformation of physical spaces, solidarity and
collective production. We can define amberNetwork, as a working
method which needs to be experienced to overcome restrictions of
physical demarcations. At the very beginning of the process, it was
a utopic dream, even for us, to see that the acquired experience
would reach today’s dimensions. At first, we were concerned about
how to convey Darağaç and a neighbourhood in which
communication was based on physical togetherness in another
language as part of an international platform. Nevertheless, this
concern gave way to a new sense of togetherness in which we
speak the same language. It is yet another advantage of the festival
to know that our voice, as Darağaç Collective, has reached that far.

The prospect of transferring communication methods pertaining to
an organic organization based on the lived experience we have had
in the same neighbourhood being transferred to far corners of the
world really excited us. It would be apt to say that this prospect first
came to life in our thoughts to have alternative exhibitions/exhibits
during the time when we were undergraduate students. These
thoughts were, for sure, reflected in various initiatives, exhibitions
and activities we conducted back then. Events which had a
transformative impact on the society in the meanwhile further
motivated us to dwell on these thoughts.

We, as the newmembers of Umurbey Neighbourhood —formerly
Darağaç— blending solidarity and chaos, having a unique place in
the memory of neighbourhood residents and shopkeepers,
discovered a whole new sphere which had a direct impact on
residents’ production. This discovery was gradually more
materialized through various activities conducted in the
neighbourhood. Today, we have reached the point in which we
prefer to define ourselves as a neighbourhood collective rather than
an art collective. In this respect, amberNetwork allowed us to
connect with other collectives and people making a presence in
other countries of the world. Most importantly, we realized that the
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mostly needed sense of solidarity in the post-pandemic world was
uttered in far corners of the world through similar reprehensions.
We dreamed of physical meetings we wished to realize in the post-
pandemic world. We conveyed our insights on how to turn this
period which the entire world was simultaneously going through
into an advantage to create a common sense of existence.

Last year, we both focused on getting more in touch with local
opportunities andmaking infrastructural preparations for the
neighbourhood to exist in the digital space. As a result of our
dialogue with the neighbourhood and with the support of our local
communication channels we contacted with artists with whom
local artists in the neighbourhood wanted to cooperate. We realized
our offline exhibition with a total of 13 artists, alongside with its
online version. We thought that people who supported us both in
our transfer to virtual space and in the formation of previous
exhibitions should have been included in this exhibition. It was both
a restoration of honour and an idealist thought. That’s how wemet
amberNetwork. We also met with experiences, technics and ideals
of collectives organized in different geographies. These meetings,
once more, brought up our dream to become an open and
experimental contemporary art campus going hand in hand with
the collective neighbourhoodmovement in the near future.

It was the first time we had the chance to work as Cenkhan Aksoy
and Ali Cem Doğan. We tried to design a programwhich reflected
our awareness of all these concerns. This program strengthened
the parallel structure of our collective and the neighbourhood.

Our ideas towards a more sensitive, respectful and balanced future
are growing alongside with the increasing dialogues in the
international arena.
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KounAktif
Yusuf El Idrissi

When Mathias Jud contacted me so that I took part in
amberNetworkFestival, I was preparing open labs we usually have
towards February. This year, we decided to transform the idea to
hold a collective laboratory within the scope of amberNetwork-
Festival. This was a challenging decision. We, as Kounaktif, had our
own focus and dna, while the festival had its own directions around
the concept of “post-digital ignorance.” The point of convergence
was our interest in technology, and the impact of its use and abuse
on society. Furthermore, I, as an artist and the curator of Kounaktif,
had recently grew an interest in decolonization of representations
and superstructure in a larger sense. I related my interest in this
decolonization problemwith “post-digital ignorance.”

That was howwe defined our approach: How can we decolonize
this post-digital ignorance problematic? How does it mean for us to
decolonize our dreams and knowledge in a larger sense situated in
our special context in North Africa and Morocco both at the same
time contrasting it with our ignorance? The definition of terms as
knowledge and ignorance was all assigned byWestern philosophy.
While knowledge is always based on discourse and language,
ignorance was closely connected to illiteracy.

Many indigenous people on this planet communicated with each
other —and even intergenerationally— verbally before colonial
empires launched their occupations. These people knew the
natural world (cycles, constellations…) better, yet they never
recorded what they knew in a written format. They had a different
approach to life, they ‘knew’ how to co-exist with each other and
even with the environment in harmony.
On the other hand, the way we conceive of technology in modern
society is related to television, silicone chips, smart phones and
computers. Sénamé Koffi Agbodjinou, an anthropologist from Togo,
states that technology meant not only the devices that we use but
also our social structure. People used to empower themselves by
leaning on one another before the creation of any chip. Today, in a
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highly individualist (global) society, we conceive technology as our
final savour, a connecting (many telecommunication and sm
company use the word “connection” in their brand adverts) or
liberating device. As already realized by the French sociologist
Jacques Ellul in his trilogy on technics, technology isn’t anymore an
intermediary between nature and us, but it is a completely
autonomous structure which can organize societies.

We don’t have societies having smart phones and hyper connected
internet in Morocco and North African countries. We still reside in a
land where ignorance reigns due to power structures and
colonization. Can we talk about a post-digital period in this context?

Today, according to the last statistics of hcp*, 69% of Moroccans
can have access to internet and 49% of them use social media. Yet,
44% of the population is illiterate, meaning that 25% of our
population is both illiterate and have access to internet. Isn’t it
dangerous in a weird way? Furthermore, we are invited to an
exhibition composed of local artists from diaspora and north Africa
and speakers from various backgrounds within the scope of an
international festival including cross examination of alternative
approaches to decolonization of knowledge and art so as to assess
post-digital ignorance from our local point of view. I realized that
labels fall short ofmeticulously defining reality when it comes to
specifying a certain period or a global zeitgeist. We definitely fall
into reductionism. The complexity of the world cannot be contained
in a global and unilateral narrative.

Therefore, we need to realize the need for and importance of a non-
central curatorship, just as the one we had in
amberNetworkFestival. Personally speaking, it needs to be taken
as a model to fight against the dominant curator model centred
around individuals, generally cis white males taking a prominent
feature of a specific culture to turn it into a fold narrative.

*Haut-Comissariat au Plan, a governmental organization in Morocco dedicated to production,

analysis and publication of official statistics.
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Shahraban
Hamza Shamas

Shahraban is a ten-years old personal experience going back and
forth between Beirut and the local surroundings of Lebanon. When
we are born, we get our first information from the figure of mother
and then we are deeply sunk into customs derived from the culture
and religion. And then we are so-to-say bombarded by the media.
Due to the lack of schools and universities in the rural parts of the
country, we search for cities to pursue education. Most of the
people whomove to the city are centred around its marginalized
peripheries in suburbs and random parts of the ghetto. Even in big
cities, there is a sort of centralism, which hinders people living in
the rural parts of the country to integrate with knowledge resources
and have proper access to them, restricting their talents towards
developing themselves and progressing. The main reason why we
founded our place in Boday, a remote rural part of Lebanon, was not
only to blend knowledge and experience but also to share themwith
the entire world.

Today, Shahraban is working with the youth in Boday village in a
project that is both cultural and economic: making use of a hemp
factory to produce milk, fibre, paper and construction materials
and developing curiosity-based communication skills of young
people by teaching young people digital and analogue media.
Shahraban joined a’21 amberNetworkFestival to have exchange
and cooperation with people from different geographies,
backgrounds and layers.

a’21was a strong experience for us to share what we know and
need in this fast world we reside in and build our dreams, cope with
our fears andmeet with people from around the world. Cooperating
with people from different geographies can resolve our fear of
communication and urge us to build a new, sustainable world.
Shahrabanmet with different projects and networks from different
countries within the scope of the festival. It was an experience
which made us feel that we weren’t alone in this world of
consumption. We all have fears and ambitions, as well as ideas to
sustain humanity and the world we live in. All festival groups and
people had an impact on us and this is very important for us to
believe in what we say to this remote world and create ourselves as
a big global community.
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D.A.H. Project
Mohsen Hazrati and Milad Forouzandeh

Daar-al-Hokoomeh (dah) is a non-profit project found in 2013 and
financed by Mohsen Hazrati and Milad Forouzandeh in Shiraz. Dar-
al-Ho-Koomeh Project, with a vision to create a space dedicated to
artistic applications, workshops, speeches and exhibitions, aspires
to expose creative communities -and generally the public- to
contemporary artistic potentials especially powered by new
technologies and newmedia theory. Wemanaged to create a
prospering and vivid newmedia art scene in dah project in Shiraz
which can compete with other newmedia centres both in Tehran
and in the world.

We cooperated with Iranian artists within the scope of Amber
Network Festival to develop their ideas and create new artistic
productions in online meetings and discussions for a month. v’r’
story tellers, a part of the VR Program, Bait 15 giving us the
opportunity to dwell on the artistic scene of Dubai and United Arab
Emirates and bae Project will take place in Exchanges Through the
Silk Road exhibition curated by dah project in a panel. The
exhibition including works of artists who reside in the Middle East
or who used to live in the Middle East then to leave the region for
various reasons will be available on exchangesthroughthesilkroad.com.

We use different potentials of digital technology, unlike traditional
methods, to examine the impact of platforms and technology on
different domains as culture, politics, morality, science. We always
reconsider rapid transformations of digital technology in the back
of our minds and sometimes take a sceptical stance in the face of
them. Nevertheless, we also make use of these potentials to render
their voice more audible. Isn’t it really as difficult as using a double-
edged sword?
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march

12:30-14:00

Techno-social Solutions to
Disinformation
Ebru Yetişkin, Erkan Saka

amberPlatform

panel — disinformation — tactic — fake

news

12:30-14:00

Ignorant Fairies: New
Materialist Queer-Feminist
Political Ecological
Approaches
Öznur Karakaş

amberPlatform

workshop — queer feminist — ecology —

nature culture

15:00-17:00

Decolonizing Knowledge and
Ignorance #1: Critical
Approach to Decolonization
of the Arts
Abdeslam ZiouZiou

kounaktif

panel — decolonize — arts — critical

15:00-17:00

Decolonizing Knowledge and
Ignorance #2: How CanWe
Decolonize Images and
Aesthetics?
Nadir Bouhmouch

kounaktif

lecture — decolonize — image — aesthetics

— film

19:00-20:00

Removing Passive Observers
Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley

a21 core

lecture — activism — black trans — gaming

15:00-16:30

Decolonizing Knowledge and
Ignorance #2: Decolonization
of Epistemology
Seloua Luste Bulbina

kounaktif

lecture — decolonize — epistemology —

ignorance

17:00-21:00

The dust to come...
Arash Khosronejad, Anahita Hekmat, Arash

Hanaei, Nassrin Nasser, Maryam Katan,

Shaahin Peymani, Elnaz Salehi, Milad

Forouzandeh, Mohsen Hazrati, Nazanin

Aharipour, Ramin Rahimi

newmedia society

screening — dust to come — dustopedia

15:00-16:30

Decolonizing Knowledge and
Ignorance #4: Intersectional
approach to decolonization
and Arts
Lamyaa Achaary

kounaktif

panel — decolonize — feminism —

intersectional

20:00-22:00

MidEast Tunes w/ İpek
İpekçioğlu
İpek İpekçioğlu

a21

performance
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march

15:00-16:00

Decolonizing Imaginaries:
Inve[r]/[n]ting paradigms
Younes El Hossaini, Badr Houary, Elodie

Lanard, Simo Mansouri, Abdessamad Baddis,

Youssef El Idrissi, Fatine Arafati, Kawtar

Benlakhdar, Abir Guasmi, Salma Kossemini,

Constance Léon, Tewa Bernossa

kounaktif

panel — glitch — deconstruct — art

18:00-18:30

Engagement with the
neighborhood thorugh art
and design
Emre Yıldız, Ali Cem Doğan,

Güzden Varınlıoğlu

darağaç

panel — virtual reality — design —

alternative exhibition methods

10:00-12:00

Sustainability and Resource
Mobilization
Ouafa Belgacem

a21 core

workshop — cfw— rm— sustainability

10:00-11:30

Resources Mobilization for
Festivals what COVID has
changed in the process
Ouafa Belgacem

a21 core

workshop — cfw— rmforfests

16:00-17:00

Knowing is an Illusion: Water
Truth Egg
Ozan Atalan

amberPlatform

workshop — unlearn — simulation —

illusion

09:00-11:00

Trouble Market
Oğuz Emre Bal, Eti Kastoryano

amberPlatform

workshop — translocal problems —

scoring — value exchange

16:00-17:00

V' R' Darağaç Get-togethers
panel — vr — ar — storytelling

18:00-18:30

A conversation about
collectives' role in İzmir
Hande Bozbıyık, Ali Kemal Ertem, Tom Keogh,

Ali Cem Doğan

darağaç

panel — collectives — neighborhood —

public space

09:00-12:00

Queer Feminist Interventions
in Filling Open Resource
Gaps: Wiki Edit-a-Thon
Eda Sütunç, Yağmur Yıldırım, Başak Tosun,

Neslihan Turan, Zafer Batık,

amberPlatform

workshop — queer feminist — activism

wikimarathon — resource
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march — april

12:00-14:00

Slap of the century
Mohamad Shamas, Nader Shamas, Abbas

Shamas, Hasan Morad

shahraban

panel — sustainable — knowledge —

agriculture

14:00-16:00

Needle hole and Cannabis
Leftover
Hamza Shamas, Hasan Morad, Nader Shamas,

Abbas Shamas, Mohamad Shamas, Yerivan

Hassan

shahraban

screening — sustainable — knowledge —

agriculture

14:00-16:00

Needle hole and Cannabis
Leftover
continuing

10:00-13:00

From the Zen of Pad.ma The
"current situation", and how
to work in it, together.
Jan Gerber, Sebastian Lütgert

a21 core

workshop — archiving tools — technics

14:00-16:00

Needle hole and Cannabis
Leftover
continuing

14:00-16:00

Needle hole and Cannabis
Leftover
continuing

16:00-17:00

V' R' Darağaç Get-togethers
continuing

16:00-18:00

Sounds of Darağaç Launch
Event
Darağaç Collective, Apeiron Collective,

LU Records

darağaç

performance — collective — music —

soundscape

16:00-17:00

Talk to cfw - One to one
sessions
Ouafa Belgacem

a21 core

talk — cfw— one to one — talk to cfw

18:00-19:30

Sounds of Darağaç Launch
Event
Ahmet Kenan, Bilgiç Betal, Özay, Emre Can

Bulut, Can Çetin, Ali Cem Doğan

darağaç

panel — collective — music — soundscape
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15:00-16:00

RandomWalks
Bager Akbay Tevfik Uyar

amberPlatform

panel — random — questioning — podcast

16:00-17:00

Talk to cfw - One to one
sessions
Ouafa Belgacem

a21 core

talk — cfw— one to one — talk to cfw

13:00-14:00

Sudan Education Curriculum
Rayan Elhadi Elsayed Hima, Nour Yahya

Hamza Yahya, Bakry Mohamed Salih, Elsadig

Mohmmed Ahmed, Mohamed Salah Elmur,

Mustafa Elsiddeg, Mustafa Gasemlbari,

Marwan Osman

baab

lecture

16:00-17:00

V' R' Storytellers - Digital
Darağaç
Güzden Varınlıoğlu

a21 core

talk — vr — ar — storytelling

13:00-14:00

Sudan Education Curriculum
continuing

16:00-17:00

V' R' Storytellers -
Storytelling in 360 degree
Soheila Golestani

a21 core

talk — vr — ar — storytelling

15:00-16:00

The Intermingled
Rayan Elhadi Elsayed Hima, Nour Yahya

Hamza Yahya, Bakry Mohamed Salih, Elsadig

Mohmmed Ahmed, Mohamed Salah Elmur,

Mustafa Elsiddeg, Mustafa Gasemlbari,

Marwan Osman

baab

panel

16:00-17:00

V' R' Storytellers - VR,
anthropology of tomorrow,
connecting narratives and
the birth of new archives
Selim Harbi

a21 core

talk — vr — ar — storytelling

18:00-20:00

Motavali 2 | Online Media
Performances
Kasraa Paashaaie, Arash Fayez, Forough

Fami, Mahoor Mirshakkak, Raheleh Bahrami,

Farnoosh Allahverdi Nik, Amirali Ghasemi,

Ghazel, Studio 51, Martin Shamoonpour

newmedia society

performance — artificial togetherness —

absence/presence

14:00-15:00

The New Liberalism Crises
and the Emergence of
Mediatized Subjectivity
Bakry Mohamed Salih, Rayan Elhadi Elsayed

Hima, Yahya Hamza Yahya, Bakry Mohamed

Salih, Elsadig Mohmmed Ahmed, Mohamed

Salah Elmur, Mustafa Elsiddeg, Mustafa

Gasemlbari, Marwan Osman

baab

lecture — new liberalism — crises —

mediatized — kounaktif

16:00-17:00

V' R' Darağaç Get-togethers
Bager Akbay Tevfik Uyar

amberPlatform

panel — random — questioning — podcast

18:00-20:00

Motavali 2 | Online Media
Performances
continuing

14:00-15:00

The New Liberalism Crises
and the Emergence of
Mediatized Subjectivity
continuing

16:00-17:00

V' R' Storytellers - Designing
experiences: Considerations
for analog and virtual worlds
Rachel Uwa

a21 core

talk — vr — ar — storytelling

18:00-20:00

Motavali 2 | Online Media
Performances
continuing

14:00-15:00

The New Liberalism Crises
and the Emergence of
Mediatized Subjectivity
continuing

18:00-20:00

How to build a world:
"Storytelling in digital
environments"
Laura Cugusi, Alessandro Bertelle, Yasmin

Elayat, Ranwa Yehia, Hossam Shukrallah,

Karim Ghaleb, Mansour Aziz, Maysara

Abdulhag, Ahmed Gharbeya

adef

panel — story telling —world building —

3d modelling — creative coding
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14:00-15:00

UndergroundWomen
baab

screening

15:00-16:00

V' R' Storytellers - VR/AR
Talk, DAHProject
Mohsen Hazrati

A21 core

talk — vr — ar — storytelling

16:00-20:00

Alec Issigonis's Relief and
Mural Performance
Suat İlyus, Ali Kanal

darağaç

performance — sculpture — mural

13:00-15:30

BecomingWith Fungi
Mary Maggic

a21 core

workshop — diy hormons — bio art

16:00-20:00

Alec Issigonis's Relief and
Mural Performance
continuing

16:00-20:00

Alec Issigonis's Relief and
Mural Performance
continuing

16:00-17:30

Threshold Infrastructures of
Residual Spaces-I "Surplus of
Destruction"
Pelin Tan, Özge Çelikaslan
A21 core
workshop — decolonization — video
research — counter-forensics

16:00-20:00

Alec Issigonis's Relief and
Mural Performance
continuing

12:00-14:00

V' R' Storytellers - Hackathon
a21 core

workshop — vr — ar — storytelling

16:00-19:30

Inaccessible present (tense)
Vahid Danaeifar, Amirali Mohebbinejad,

Elham Salehi/Autonomotormentek, Arash

Fayez, Ghazel, Arash Hanaei, Nassrin Nasser,

Sadegh Majlesi, Siavash Naghshbandi, Ramin

Rahimi, Rana Dehghan, Hannaneh Heydari,

Yas Nik Khoshgrudi, Falgoush

newmedia society

screening — videoscreening

16:00-17:30

Threshold Infrastructures of
Residual Spaces III "Border
Infrastructures & Forensics"
Özge Çelikaslan, Stefanos Levidis, Pelin Tan

a21 core

workshop — borders — violence —

forensics

19:00-20:00

A Passion for Ignorance
Renata Salecl

a21 core

lecture — ignorance
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15:00-17:00

V' R' Storytellers Virtual
Exhibition Opening
a21 core

panel — presentation — virtual reality —

augmented reality — storytelling

14:00-14:30

Absorbing Ignorance:
Experiential Illusions
Lara Kamhi

amberPlatform

screening — virtual reality — mythology —

popular culture

14:00-14:30

Absorbing Ignorance:
Experiential Illusions
contuining

17:00-18:00

How do I KnowWhat I Know?
İpek Yeğinsü

amberPlatform

presentation — speculation — unverified

information — earbyear

14:00-14:30

Absorbing Ignorance:
Experiential Illusions
contuining

14:00-14:30

Absorbing Ignorance:
Experiential Illusions
contuining

10:15-10:45

Art-based research: new
protocols in action
Pascal Brunet

a21 core

panel

15:00-17:00

Ideas &Methodologies for a
Collaboratively Curated
Network Festival
Amirali Ghasemi, Youssef El Idrisi, Rajaa

Shaman, Hamza Shamas, Mohsen Hazrati,

Ebru Yetişkin, Cenkhan Aksoy, Ali Cem Doğan

a21 core

workshop — collective curation —

distributed — decolonialist — networked

13:00-14:30

Can wonders lead to other
coexistences?
Hakan Ergun, Mehmet Erkök, Ecehan Toprak

amberPlatform

workshop — design — misinformation —

speculation
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17:00-19:00

Exchanges Through The Silk
Road (Vernissage)
Golnaz Behrouznia, Mehdi Bahrami, Mahshid

Mahboubifar, Ameen Moazami, Hashel Al

Lamki, Hanif Haghtalab, Milad Forouzandeh

dah project

panel — digital art — middle east — netart

19:00-20:00

Bait15 and UAE art scene
Maitha Abdalla, Hashel Al Lamki, Afra Al

Dhaheri

dah project

panel — networking — exchanging culture

15:00-17:00

Post-Digital Enlightenment
in COVİD-19 Pandemic
Ebru Yetişkin, Milena Buhring

amberPlatform

performance — ignorance — disinformation

— covid — pandemic
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A Conversation About
Collectives' Role in İzmir
26th March 2021 18:00-18:30

How the collectives affect the city? Defining the
neighborhood as a reconciliation zone in the city.

A Passion for Ignorance
17th April 2021 19:00-20:00

"Ignorance, whether passive or active, conscious or
unconscious, has always been a part of the human
condition, Renata Salecl argues. What has changed
in our post-truth, postindustrial world is that we
often feel overwhelmed by the constant flood of
information andmisinformation.
It sometimes seems impossible to differentiate
between truth and falsehood and, as a result, there
has been a backlash against the idea of expertise,
and a rise in the number of people actively choosing
not to know. The dangers of this are obvious, but
Salecl challenges our assumptions, arguing that
there may also be a positive side to ignorance, and
that by addressing the role of ignorance in society,
wemay also be able to reclaim the role of
knowledge." from the introduction of the book: A
Passion for Ignorance.

with Hande Bozbıyık, Ali Kemal Ertem, Tom Keogh,

Ali Cem Doğan

network node Darağaç

type Panel

about Collectives, neighborhood, public space

with Renata Salecl

network node a21 core

type Lecture

about Ignorance

1 2

2

1
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Absorbing Ignorance:
Experiential Illusions
19th-22nd April 2021 14:00-14:30

‘’But man is the most ignorant in moments in which
he trusts himself the most.'' - Ape and Essence,
Aldous Huxley In these short video seminars that
explore the virtual plane of reality and the realism of
virtuality through today's popular culture that
evolved frommyths, tales and legends, we will
investigate the history of our gaze now lost in the
hypnotic flow of a kind of ignorance glorified under
the name of knowledge. While chronologically
reviewing the relationship of the moving image with
the observer and the way cinematic editing
manages mass perception as an art of creating
reality, we will examine the concept of Immersion as
the purpose of breaking away from existence. We
will touch upon the physical impact of developing
"absorbing" technologies on the masses, its
relationship with ancient practices such as
meditation and hypnosis, and our main motivations
behind our "Suspension of Disbelief" processes.

Our biggest misconception about "New Media” -
which are the new versions of old formations that
have been constructed several times and updated
with modern technologies - is perhaps that they are
new. By referring to early examples in history and
questioning the physicality created by the
transformation of Cinematic Technologies, we will
look at concepts such as New, Media, Virtual, Reality
from a different perspective.

As we discover our efforts to create a seamless
illusion of reality, and therefore the story of the term
Virtual Reality dating back to the dawn of our
civilisation, we will approach the narrative-based
functioning of human perception - which is at the
origin of all these mechanisms - on the basis of the
concept ofmental fiction. As the ever-growing
world of experiential delusions draws us in, are we
also being drawn into our own selves? Is the current
form of reality subjective or collective? Or is it time
for us to re-define reality all over again?

with Lara Kamhi

network node Amber Platform

type Screening

about Virtual reality, mythology, popular culture

3

3
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Alec Issigonis's
Relief and Mural Performance
12th-15th April 2021 16:00-20:00

Ali Kanal and Suat İlyus's collaboration in the
neighborhood. Live streaming of the performance.

Art-Based Research:
New Protocols in Action
23rd April 2021 10:15-10:45

Starting from the consideration that there are no
precise boundaries delimiting what is art-based
research, we would like to put into discussion such
an emerging practice in the cultural field, by
questioning it from the perspective of knowledge
production as well as its link to education or
generative practices.

with Suat İlyus, Ali Kanal

network node Darağaç

type Performance

about Sculpture, mural

with Pascal Brunet

network node a21 core

type Panel

about

Bait15 and UAE Art Scene
7th May 2021 19:00-20:00

bait 15 is an artist-run studio and exhibition space
located in a residential neighborhood of downtown
Abu Dhabi founded in late 2017 by Afra Al Dhaheri,
Hashel Al Lamki, and Maitha Abdalla. The villa
housing bait includes; studios, one for each of the
members, a dedicated studio for the use of visiting
artists, and an exhibition space. The founders have
disparate studio practices encompassing a variety
ofmedia including painting, sculpture, digital media,
and performance.

with Maitha Abdalla, Hashel Al Lamki, Afra Al Dhaheri

network node dah Project

type Panel

about Networking, exchanging culture

4

4
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BecomingWith Fungi
13th April 2021 13:00-15:30

Human industrial activity (petrochemical, agricultural, and pharmaceutical) has permanently altered the
planet through the widespread presence of xenoestrogens, or endocrine disrupting compounds (edcs).
Molecules such as bpa, phthalates, pcbs, dioxins, and synthetic hormones have hormone-mimicking and
displacing properties, and are able to enter and communicate in the molecular semiosphere that we share
with almost all animal taxa. While these molecules alienate us from our prescribed notions of “normal” and
“natural,” our bodies stolen by capitalists interests, this alienation joins us in a shared species vulnerability
as we all live-with and become-with these all pervasive toxicities. Is there life among alien ruins?
It will be a live workshop hosted in the artist's location in Vienna, and that it will be livestreamed. The
workshop will start with a presentation about the research followed by the hands on fungi protocol. The
workshop was conceived through a collaborative residency program at Hangar in Barcelona in 2017 with
artists Rian Hammond and Paula Pin.

with Mary Maggic

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about diy hormons, bio art
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CanWonders Lead to Other
Coexistences?
28th April 2021 13:00-14:00

How can we shift from post-digital ignorance to
post-digital wisdom? In this event, participants will
create their own wonderland, on the basis of
pandemic conditions we have been through for the
last year. The proliferation of virtual applications,
stiffening of the feeling of social isolation as
technology pushes the limits, and the importance of
questioning the accuracy of the information instead
of directly accepting it, will be the subjects to be
emphasized. The event will also include practices
like questioning the (possible, probable and
plausible) future(s) of a city where human-viruses
and other creatures live by using design as a form of
thought catalyzer. Participants from other
disciplines will be expected to produce poster
designs in visual or text form, using their own design
language.

with Hakan Ergun, Mehmet Erkök, Ecehan Toprak

network node Amber Platform

type Workshop

about Design, misinformation, speculation

Decolonization of Epistemology
19th March 2021 15:00-16:30

Decolonizing Knowledge/Ignorance is beginning
from the many, it's thinking in terms of networks,
flows and intensities. It's relating to each other
horizontally beyond any power/organizational
structure. Seloua Luste Boulbina, philosopher, will
speak about ways of decolonizing paradigms, and
different ways to approach epistemology and by
extension ignorance.

Decolonizing Imaginaries:
Inve[r]/[n]ting Paradigms
21st March 2021 15:00-15:00

Post-digital Ignorance in our region may refer to our
ignorance of our roots, pre-colonial values,
mythologies and imaginaries. This category of
Ignorance is very visible in the mainstream art field
where we try to duplicate the model found in the
West. Our galleries, concepts of art and inspirations
are mostly western because the whole ecosystem is
built to sell, and please sellers who are mostly from
the western world or are hugely influenced by the
latter, which can distort the creativity and
authenticity of our art world.

In the global post-digital era, a lot of underground
artists exist and resist, and find their inspiration in
their futuristic roots, and they deconstruct the
dominant aesthetics by investing the glitch, the
distorted and the error.

with Seloua Luste Bulbina

network node KounAktif

type Lecture

about Decolonize, epistemology, ignorance

with Younes El Hossaini, Badr Houary, Elodie Lanard, Simo

Mansouri, Abdessamad Baddis, Youssef El Idrissi, Fatine

Arafati, Kawtar Benlakhdar, Abir Guasmi, Salma

Kossemini, Constance Léon, Tewa Bernossa

network node KounAktif

type Virtual Exhibition

about Glitch, deconstruct, art
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Decolonizing Knowledge and Ignorance
#1: Critical Approach to Decolonization
of the Arts
17th March 2021 15:00-17:00

Decolonizing Knowledge/Ignorance is beginning
from the many, it's thinking in terms of networks,
flows and intensities. It's relating to each other
horizontally beyond any power/organizational
structure. Abdeslam Ziou Ziou, researcher in arts,
will tackle the subject from the prism of arts, by
giving an explanation how he understands
decolonization in the arts field and how he relates to
the question through his work.

Decolonizing Knowledge and Ignorance
#4: Intersectional Approach to
Decolonization and Arts
20th March 2021 15:00-17:00

Decolonizing Knowledge/Ignorance is beginning from
themany, it's thinking in terms of networks, flows and
intensities. It's relating to each other horizontally
beyond any power/organizational structure. Lamyaâ
Achary, researcher in sociology, will present her/their
approach to the question of decolonization of arts
through an intersectional prism.

with Abdeslam Ziou Ziou

network node KounAktif

type Talk

about Decolonization, arts

with Lamyaa Achaary

network node KounAktif

type Panel

about Decolonize, feminism, intersectional

11
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Engagement with the Neighborhood
Thorugh Art and Design
21st March 2021 18:00-18:30

The transformation of a neighborhood with the
engagement of art and design. Co-exisiting in virtual
space and re-defining the environment as an
alternative exhibiton space.

Exchanges Through The Silk Road
(Vernissage)
7th May 2021 17:00-19:00

A path of The Silk Roud is the result of continuous
brainstorming through AmberNetworkFestival, in
which dahProject invited 10 artists to develop their
ideas during the weekly discussions.

Living in the Middle East region and some parts
around it can feel as if you're being held in a
euphoric state in a moment, just as it can feel as
you're left floating in some kind of vacuum in
another. The more this realm embraces you in its
mysterious sky and soil the more you'll find yourself
deciphering. A piece of poetry generously returns
you to yourself reflecting on its ranges and fields.
Middle East has been trading since ancient times.
but today the exchange of information is taking a
new route. the great silk route has been replaced by
colorful digital platforms that tend to help us in the
transference of our information, apps that try to
impress us and are mostly designed to ease us down
and even perhaps calmly and slowly change our lives
in particular ways. Are these new digital possibilities
transferring our information untouched?

are they truly generating the right image of us? >>> :(
are they truly generating the right image of us? >>> :|
are they truly generating the right image of us? >>> :/

This exhibition includes the work of artists who
currently reside in the Middle East or have lived in it
in the past and have changed their locations due to
various reasons. Today they have based their
communications are on digital platforms as opposed
to the traditional ways and are using different
potentials of the digital technology to study the
different effects of technology on different affairs
like culture, politics, morality, science, andmore.

At the back of their mind, they are reviewing the fast
changes of digital technology and sometimes
looking at it with a dubious eye. on the other hand,
they are using these potentials to its fullest to make
their voices heard. as if they are masters of wielding
a double-edged sword.

From the Zen of Pad.ma The "Current
Situation", and How toWork in it,
Together.
0th March 2021 10:00-13:00

"The Zen of Pad.ma" is a collection of lessons
learned, and question encountered, in over a decade
of collaborative archiving projects. They are
concerned with the way in which digital
technologies are always intertwined with their
analogue surroundings, try to address some of the —
technological, social and conceptual — pitfalls of
online archiving, but also touch upon the nature of
collaboration itself: how to work together, across
distance, around or along with existing institutions.
https://pad.ma/documents/ahq

with Golnaz Behrouznia, Mehdi Bahrami, Mahshid Mahboubifar,

Ameen Moazami, Hashel Al Lamki, Hanif Haghtalab, Milad

Forouzandeh

network node dah Project

type Panel

about Digital art, middle east, netart

with Emre Yıldız, Ali Cem Doğan, Güzden Varınlıoğlu

network node Darağaç

type Panel

about Virtual reality, design, alternative exhibition methods

with Jan Gerber, Sebastian Lütgert

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about Archiving tools, technics

13

14
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How CanWe Decolonize
Images and Aesthetics?
18th March 2021 15:00-16:3

Decolonizing Knowledge/
Ignorance is beginning from the
many, it's thinking in terms of
networks, flows and intensities. It's
relating to each other horizontally
beyond any power/organizational
structure. Nadir Bouhmouch,
filmmaker, will present his
approach to decolonization of
images, aesthetics, and even
knowledge, and how he’s
challenging the mainstream Film
Industry through his work.

with Nadir Bouhmouch

network node KounAktif

type Lecture

about Decolonize, image, aesthetics, film

How do I KnowWhat I Know?
20th April 2021 17:00-18:00

A collective game based on the simulation of a
process in which unverified information turns into
fact thanks to its fast-paced distribution in digital
environment. The game will be open to everyone's
participation on Instagram, and at the end, the
participants' content contributions will turn into a
data analysis and be exhibited. We tend to believe
any information we are exposed to on social media.
By sharing themwith an urge to “keep up with the
current”, we all contribute to the acceptance of the
so-called reality produced by online pseudo-
sources spreading unverified information by
referencing each other. But, do we know howwe
have obtained every information we add into this
data pool able to turn anything into a fact? “How do I
KnowWhat I Know?” asks the participants to join a
game/experiment on how unverified information
turns into reality on social media. It begins with an
image published by the game initiator on Instagram
with the #bildiğimineredenbiliyorum and

#howdoiknowwhatiknow hashtags. Underneath
the image, she adds the information she wants to
share and a fictional or hypothetical story on how
she obtained it. Participants either take the image
and change the story, or take the text and share it
with another image. This way, a cloud of unverified
data emerges around the hashtags. The images and
texts obtained at the end are shared with the public
in the form of data mapping.

with İpek Yeğinsü

network node Amber Platform

type Presentation

about Speculation, unverified information, earbyear

15
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How to Build aWorld:
"Storytelling in Digital Environments"
10th April 2021 18:00-20:00

This panel aims at reflecting collectively on the
transformative power of storytelling by improving
the collaboration between the colliding worlds of
journalism and creative tech.

The conversation targets digital artists, writers,
producers, designers, journalists and researchers,
as well as anyone interested in learning, discussing
and developing a critical understanding of the
intersections betweenmedia production and new
technologies. We ask how to facilitate an integrated
development of journalistic content presented in
multiple formats through different expressions of
creative tech. ADEF invites Alessandro Bertelle
and Yasmin Elayat to discuss the challenges and
opportunities of creative tools: from immersive to
interactive experiences, fromVR/AR, gaming
environments to interactive, and participatory
content.

with Laura Cugusi, Alessandro Bertelle, Yasmin Elayat , Ranwa

Yehia, Hossam Shukrallah, Karim Ghaleb, Mansour Aziz,

Maysara Abdulhag, Ahmed Gharbeya

network node adef

type Panel

about Storytelling, world building, 3d modelling, creative coding

Ideas & Methodologies for
a Collaboratively Curated
Network Festival
25th April 2021 15:00-17:00

The critics, ideas and
methodologies for a truly
distributed, collectively curated,
international, intercultural, multi
lingual network festival.

with Amirali Ghasemi, Youssef El Idrisi, Rajaa Shaman, Hamza

Shamas, Mohsen Hazrati, Ebru Yetişkin, Cenkhan Aksoy,

Ali Cem Doğan

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about Collective curation, distributed, decolonialist, networked

18
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Ignorant Fairies: New Materialist
Queer-Feminist Political Ecological
Approaches
16th March 2021 12:00-14:00

In this workshop, we will be studying selected new
materialist texts and works of art regarding non-
human life, nature andmatter in this digital era
which also intersects with Anthropocene discussion
starting from the beginning of 2000s to better
confront the growing 'uncertainty' 'unintelligibility'
of non human agency. Plant studies of Natasha
Myer, the conception of nature in Staicy Alaimo's
queer ecology and nature-culture entanglement in
the bio-art works of Marta de Menezes will be
discussed within the scope of the larger new
materialist, post-human queer-feminist theoretical
contributions. The workshop will include a
theoretical part to discuss the place of Nature,
Matter and Body in Queer theory with a special
emphasis on newmaterialist critics of Judith
Butler's conception of body and performativity.
Queer feminist theorists like Stacy Alaimo provide us
with valuable tools to reconsider our conception of
nature, body andmatter in the post-digital world we
live in which is gradually more construed around the
tendency of dematerialization. Yet, recent
discussions on Anthropocene and the growing
interest towards developing a political ecology to
cope with ramped up uncertainties of a world
afflicted with climate change, and unforeseen viral
activities point towards the requirement to re-
materialize our ties with the earth. The theoretical
part of the workshop will thus give us a chance to
reconsider what nature, matter and body signify in
in the post-digital world with a special emphasis on
Natasha Myer's "becoming sensor" project, Stacy
Alaimo's queer ecologies and Marta de Menezes'
bioart. It will also include an artistic-practical part
where the participants will be instructed to practice
Natasha Myer's Sensing Botanical Sensoria: A Kriya
For Cultivating Your Inner Plant.

with Nadir Bouhmouch

network node KounAktif

type Lecture

about Decolonize, image, aesthetics, film
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Inaccessible Present (Tense)
16th April 2021 16:00-19:30

The seemingly irreversible changes which have
occurred since the emergence of the pandemic also
manifest themselves via dramatic transformations:
a highly polarized and stigmatized ONLINE version
of the world being fed to each & every one of the
“former” world citizens, web wanderers, and
newcomers who are forces to learn/do every little
aspect of life via virtual communications, while
many are pushed to peripheries and darker areas
and not everyone affords to stay connected. The
digital divide didn’t start yesterday neither the
inequalities caused by limiting access, a peculiar
subversion & distortions which owe their existence
to the speed & technological void on one hand and
manipulation of the public mind. [Inaccessible]
Present Tense tries to shed light on a generation that
is difficult to define, thus often harshly targeted
internationally; A generation who seeks to present
and execute their independence to experiment in
significant ways, while preserving the right to be
invisible.

Knowing is an Illusion:
Water Truth Egg
23rd March 2021 16:00-17:00

Taking the birth and transmission of knowledge via
digital platforms as its base, the workshop focuses
on the aesthetics of the cumulative nature of
information that is unlearned and relearned in a
holistic, experience-oriented, democratic and de-
colonialist manner, in which the practice travels
around the theory and the mainstreammeanings
attached are questioned. As a counter-discourse to
the potentially alienating power of digital
information flow from the objective reality (or facts),

this unlearn and relearn practice offers a
concentration on the question ‘is it really like this, or
do I perceive this way?’ in our post-truth society
enhanced by the digital culture. This questioning
happens in the liminal space between the duality of
perception and fact.

MidEast Tunes w/ İpek İpekçioğlu
20th March 2021 20:00-22:00

Explore and enjoy the tunes of İpek İpekçioğlu who
will bre preparing a special set merging traditional
and electronic sounds. Based between Berlin and
Istanbul, queer-living DJ, producer and curator, İpek
İpekçioğlu has an established reputation across
nightlife scenes worldwide. She has performed her
music at the Glastonburry, Fusion, Sziget, At.tension,
Berlin Festival andmanymore international
electronic and world music festivals. Ipek has been
creating a buzz amongst international crowds from
New York City to the desert Sahara of Mali,
developing an exclusive brand name with her unique
& hybrid Soundmix and she regarded is one of the
most popular DJ of the Berlin club scene and
internationally as known as Queen of Eklektik
BerlinIstan. In her musical spectrum, psychedelic
turkish funk meets disco, balkanfolk to minimal,
Anatolian folk to deep house, kurdish halay to
electro, turkish tango to break beat, bhangra to
moombahton, dabke to reaggaton, albanian folk to
twerk, iranian bandari to techno.

with Nadir Bouhmouch

network node KounAktif

type Lecture

about Decolonize, image, aesthetics, film

with Nadir Bouhmouch

network node KounAktif

type Lecture

about Decolonize, image, aesthetics, film

with Nadir Bouhmouch

network node KounAktif

type Lecture

about Decolonize, image, aesthetics, film
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Motavali 2 | Online Media Performances
6th-8th April 2021 18:00-20:00

Three Nights of Performances, Acts and Audiovisuals.

Motavali 2 (Continuous in Persian) brings together
performative positions across different disciplines:
lecture performance to Multimedia Installations.
Projects which are being made, being revised, or
tested; while most of our interactions and urgent
matters in life are happening “online”. It's inevitable
to examine these presences & absences
simultaneously. While emotional & economic
pressures might force us to act/react irresponsibly
toward our collapsing societies & the artificial/
passive togetherness. Motavali 2 is the second
series ofmedia performance nights curated by New
Media Society, Tehran, which were interrupted by
the pandemic in March 2020 and features artists
based in Tehran, Berlin, New York and Barcelona.

Arash Fayez Three, Rather Than Two (or One) performative-screening [~25 m]

Kasraa Paashaaei Sound Performance

Raheleh Bahrami & Mehrave Mokhtarian pebdac [Problem Exists Between

Desk and Chair] [20 min]

Mahoor Mirshakkak Sound Archivist's Enigma [~45 min]

Amirali Ghasemi Tehran Remixed, a "True" story [35 min]

Martin Shamoonpour Pand-e-Muzik [25 min]

Bahar Samadi In mourning for all I have lost and All I will never have. [30 min]

Forough FamiModern Talking: I’mmuted! [~30 min]

Ghazel Untitled 9 [12 min]

with Kasraa Paashaaie, Arash Fayez, Forough Fami, Mahoor

Mirshakkak, Raheleh Bahrami, Farnoosh Allahverdi Nik,

Amirali Ghasemi, Ghazel, Studio 51, Martin Shamoonpour

network node Newmedia society

type Performance

about Artificial togetherness, absence/presence

Needle Hole and Cannabis Leftover
28th-31st March 2021 14:00-16:00

Needle hole is an event with four titles, each title is a
product from the hemp plant and each product has
its own process, each process will take one day.

Within the open space of Shahrban in this event, and
in partnership with the children of Budai, we will
document some of our activities in the use of
leftover cannabis. we will make four producst. Each
product has its own process. We will perform each
process in saparate. First we will make hempmilk, it
is made from the original seeds that contains a
super food nutrition. We will show the process from
collecting the seeds untill it's a fresh milk. We will
show the nutrition lable also. The second day we will
make the fibers. Also we will show the whole
process and show our equipments that wemake it
with collaboration with some friends. The third day
we well make papers and show the process and
finally the fourth day we will make the stones. Also
we screen some visuals edited on life sounds and
tones.

with Hamza Shamas, Hasan Morad, Nader Shamas, Abbas

Shamas, Mohamad Shamas, Yerivan Hassan

network node Shahraban

type Screening

about Sustainable, knowledge, agriculture
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Post-Digital Enlightenment
in COVİD-19 Pandemic
14th May 2021 12:00-21:15

As part of a'21 amberNetworkFestival, a
collaborative lecture-performance was developed
by the instructors and students of Science,
Technology, Society (sts) ma program in Istanbul
Technical University (itu) and University of the Arts
Berlin (udk) in March and May 2021.
In the first part, departing from the communication
of science and technology studies, itu sts students
made a group presentation in which they provided a
conceptual insight about the public
(mis)understanding of vaccines in Turkey. Focusing
on the production of disinformation especially in
social media, itu sts students revealed their
research findings entitled as follows:
Dissemination of Disinformation in Times of
Pandemic - Cansu Çobanoğlu A Technofeminist
Perspective to Vaccine Hesitancy - Didem Ermiş
Anti-Vaxxer Radical Islamists as a Relevant Social
Group - İsmail Yiğit Disinformation as an
Entertainment Source - Vezire ipek Pişkin Among
health politics and the manipulations of popular
doctors - Şeyda Aslandoğan Temel Conceptual
Models of Public Understanding of Science - Gözde
Sevimli Howmedia used disinformation as a
marketing tool during the vaccine development
process - Atilla Kılınç
Participants Science, Technology, Society (sts) MA
Program, Istanbul Technical University Advisor:
Assoc. Prof. Ebru Yetiskin / amberplatform curator
STS Students: Şeyda Aslandoğan Temel, Didem
Ermiş, Gözde Sevimli, İsmail Yiğit, Atilla Kılınç, Cansu
Çobanoğlu, Vezire İpek Pişkin
In the second part, a few students from the Time
Based Media and Performance class of the UdK
Berlin came up with a collaborative performance

project called "Post Digital Enlightenment", an
opinion poll designed to reflect and dismantle how
the group's opinions are shaped in pandemic times,
how polarization in opinions might be influenced by
pandemic lifestyles and finally how this might
change our perception on Post-Covid life.
Participants Klasse ter Heijne, Performance and
Time-based Media, University of the Arts Berlin
Advisor: Mathilde ter Heijne, Milena Bühring
Students: Charlotte Seebeck, Laura Carvalho, Samet
Durgun, Klara Kirsch, Milena Bühring

Queer Feminist Interventions in Filling
Open Resource Gaps: Wiki Edit-a-Thon
27th March 2021 09:00-12:00

Wikimedia Community User Group Program Turkey
will do a presentation for 40 minutes ofWikipedia's
five cornerstone philosophies, verifiability and
registration process will be described in the valence
concepts. A study will be conducted with an
English-speaking group for artists who have titles in
English but who lack a content in Turkish. An archive
and resource creation work will be carried out in
connection with Turkish artists who do not have a
title with participants who do not speak English.
There will be a proposed list of artists, but
participants will have the freedom to create content
about the artists they want.

with Ebru Yetişkin, Milena Buhring

network node amberPlatform

type Performance

about Ignorance, disinformation, covid, pandemic

with Eda Sütunç, Yağmur Yıldırım, Başak Tosun, Neslihan Turan,

Zafer Batık

network node amberPlatform

type Workshop

about Queer feminist activism, wikimarathon, resource
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RandomWalks
4th April 2021 15:00-16:00

There will be 4 podcasts which are 12 minutes
length. Podcasts will be based on keywords created
by the festival community, which will be based on a
ongoing podcast named RandomWalk by Bager
Akbay and Tevfik Uyar.

Removing Passive Observers
8th March 2021 19:00-20:00

This world rewards us when we just watch silently.
The line between inaction and activism has grown
smaller. We cant afford for people to passively
watch on anymore. You actions have consequences.
You lack of action has repercussions. Let's find out
what they are.

with Bager Akbay, Tevfik Uyar

network node amberPlatform

type Panel

about Random, questioning, podcast

with Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley

network node a21 core

type Lecture

about Activism, black trans, gaming

Resources Mobilization for Festivals
What covid Has Changed in the Process
23rd March 2021 10:00-11:30

TheWorkshop will be in the form of a conversation
with the attendees sharing experiences and
analyzing trends and perspectives.

The impact of digitalisation and the Emergency
response mechanisms adopted by funders and
stakeholders will be the main focus of the
discussion.

with Ouafa Belgacem

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about CFW, RMforFests
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Safety From Artificial Intelligence
18th April 2021 19:00-20:30

Besides the positive aspects of artificial intelligence
technology, which has entered almost every area of
our lives, there are also negative usage areas. What
results can our data use without our knowledge or
confidentiality agreements we accept without
reading?What can be done with synthetic image
production? Are we safe enough while the cameras
around us detect and record our age, gender, and
emotions? How can we protect ourselves from this
surveillance?What kind of application is artificial
intelligence used in social issues? Howmuch can we
trust artificial intelligence? Can we fool him?

While looking for answers to such questions about
the negative uses of artificial intelligence today, we
will mention the use of artificial intelligence as a
control and control mechanism, methods of
detecting synthetic images, studies on 'ethical
artificial intelligence' andmeasures and studies
developed against these algorithms.

with Hakan Gündüz

network node amberPlatform

type Talk

about artificial intelligence, adversarial attacks, risks of ai

Slap of the Century
28th March 2021 12:00-14:00

Consumer culture is a new form of colonization.
Powered by fear, consumption dominates our lives,
infiltrating our humanities. What becomes of our
identity? Can we harness curiosity to produce
sustainable progress?

Sounds of Darağaç
3rd April 2021 18:00-19:30

A conversation about the collaboration of sub-
culture collectives. The production timeline and
future projections of Sounds of Darağaç project.

with Mohamad Shamas, Nader Shamas, Abbas Shamas,

Hasan Morad

network node Shahraban

type Panel

about Sustainable, knowledge, agriculture

with Ahmet Kenan Bilgiç, Betal Özay, Emre Can Bulut, Can

Çetin, Ali Cem Doğan

network node Darağaç

type Panel

about Music, soundspace, collectives
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Sounds of Darağaç Launch Event
2nd April 2021 16:00-18:00

Sounds of Darağaç project was brought to life with
the collaboration of Darağaç Collective Istanbul and
Amsterdam-based record company Lu Records and
Izmir’s subcultural music collective Apeiron. Sounds
of Darağaç is an auditory memory project
documenting the sounds that is produced by the
dynamic and cosmopolitan lifestyle in a small auto
industrial zone, surrounded by the neighborhood's
daily hustle and bustle in it’s narrow streets. The
launch event of Sounds of Darağaç project in the
streets of the neighborhood will simultaneously take
place in this live broadcasting event. The audience
will be able to virtually present in neighborhood.

with Darağaç Collective, Apeiron Collective, lu Records

network node Darağaç

type Performance

about Collective, music, soundscape

Sudan Education Curriculum
5th-6th April 2021 13:00-14:00

As we all understand the education curriculum is
one of the important tools to implement the political
ruling regime. Today Sudan after revolution being
rule by many different power structure including
Militia, arm resistant fighter and Traditional parties,
comments, neoliberal and the army of Sudan who
has an Islamic background and all of them try to
implants in the curriculum. Then how curriculumwill
be without the point of view of the youth that made
the revolution "PC, imperial ideology, western
imperialist, Ottoman Empire, Wahhabi...etc."?? A
few days ago the primeminister announce the new
government of all of the minster being selected from
the list from the coalition power in the political seen
in Sudan expect the minister of education and
curriculum director and they remain silent.

with Rayan Elhadi Elsayed Hima, Nour Yahya Hamza Yahya,

Bakry Mohamed Salih, Elsadig Mohmmed Ahmed,

Mohamed Salah Elmur, Mustafa Elsiddeg, Mustafa

Gasemlbari, Marwan Osman

network node Baab

type Lecture
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Sustainability and Resource
Mobilization
22nd March 2021 10:00-12:00

The workshop will introduce participants to the
notion of stustainability Vs Fundraising.
The speaker will share with the attendees basics of
sustainable resources mobilisation strategy.
You can also follow the events on these channels:

Talk to CFW - One to One Sessions
27th March /3rd-4th April 2021 16:00-17:00

cfw ceo, Ouafa Belgacemwill be holding 6 one to 6
session to offer a guidance a concelling session for
selected applicants.
Application to book those session are to be made by
email to info@culturefundingwatch.com no
later than 5 march 2021.

with Ouafa Belgacem

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about CFW RM sustainability

with Ouafa Belgacem

network node a21 core

type Talk

about CFW, One to one, Talk to CFW

Techno-social Solutions to
Disinformation
15th March 2021 12:30-14:00

Disinformation is fed by ignorance and in its turn it
feeds ignorance. This will be a seminar activity in
which humans' technological solutions and their
limitations in countering disinformation will be
reviewed. The seminar, which will be evaluated from
the perspective of Science, Technology and Society
studies - conducted as a master's program at
Istanbul Technical University, aims to reinforce the
public's understanding of technology and
democratic participation.

The Dust to Come...
19th March 2021 17:00-21:00

Dust to Come is a re-screening of a former online
program at New Media Projects which will take place
both online/offline in our space and via our website.

Was it ever our future? “The Removed Agency” got
me by surprise when I received the invitation to
contribute to the Future Threads Program. A
teenage sci-fi fan, who never watched Star Trek or
Star Wars, I asked around frommy artist, cinephile

with Ebru Yetişkin, Erkan Saka

network node amberPlatform

type Panel

about Disinformation, tactic, fake news
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and writer friends, and in our conversations led to
some interesting findings. On the surface, we don’t
talk/write/speculate about the future, a few
animated fantasies, a few novels dealing with
alternative history, and some timeless dystopian
theatre play. And soon I realized I need to educate
myself about video games and comic books. Not
only we don’t write/create our takes on the future
but often being omitted from having future in many
other scenarios: in some films, middle-east is
consumed/destroyed, because of its natural
resources and/or appear on some war room’s wall

map or flickering dots on a screen during a
pandemic outbreak. The future is blurry; wemade
countless Macro & Micro mistakes; we know the
storm is inevitable; we watch science fiction, or we
don’t... The future was never bright as they promised
it to be, for some parts of the world is still as non-
existent and discriminatory, as if it wasn’t pictured
at all and never predicted. See-through eyes, laser
guns, and flying objects became killer drones, 3d
printing both an environmental threat and a cure for
ventilator shortage. The colorful plastic future once
was pictured dreamy and chic but no one told us
about the dust to come.

The Intermingled
7th April 2021 15:00-16:00

Here we joined our killer, our hearts hunted a paid
bullet. Here we conquered our fear, shit and
differences. Here a zgrudah (ululation) from a
revolutionist mixed with the cheerful machine gun
that killed a child, that freedomwhispered in his
eager ears a false hope. Here the bloods ofmartyrs
intermingled with a saxophonist soldier whose soul
escaped the shame. Here wemet with little's, elders,
bosses and poor's.

Here we encountered with smiles and assassins.
Here we waited for Atbara artillery. Here the fear, joy,
tiredness, devotion, love and freedom. Here they
killed youths but they couldn't kill their dreams.

Here we brought earth and heaven together in a
portrait that even the ancient gods cannot imagine.
It is the most powerful & reputed unit in the Sudan

with Arash Khosronejad, Anahita Hekmat, Arash Hanaei,

Nassrin Nasser, Maryam Katan, Shaahin Peymani, Elnaz

Salehi, Milad Forouzandeh, Mohsen Hazrati, Nazanin

Aharipour, Ramin Rahimi

network node Newmedia society

type Screening

about dust to come, dustopedia
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army, the revolutionists waited its interference for
long, but to no avail & eventually it turned into a
joke.

with Rayan Elhadi Elsayed Hima, Nour Yahya Hamza Yahya,

Bakry Mohamed Salih, Elsadig Mohmmed Ahmed,

Mohamed Salah Elmur, Mustafa Elsiddeg, Mustafa

Gasemlbari, Marwan Osman

network node Baab

type Panel

The New Liberalism Crises and the
Emergence of Mediatized Subjectivity
8th-10th April 2021 14:00-15:00

In previous eras it often appeared that in relation to
the media political action was stifled primarily by
the fact that people didn't have sufficient access to
information or the means to communicate and
express their own views. Indeed today repressive
governments attempt to limit access to websites,
close down blogs and Facebook pages, attack
journalists, and generally block access to
information. Countering such repression is certainly
an important battle, and we have repeatedly
witnessed howmedia networks and access to them
eventually and inevitably overflow. All such barriers,
thwarting attempts to close and silence. Today's
mediatized subjects suffer from the opposite
problem, stifled by a surplus of information,
communication, and expression. "The problem is no
longer getting people to express themselves," Gilles
Deleuze explains, "but providing little gaps of
solitude and silence in which they might eventually
find something to say. Repressive forces don't stop
people from expressing themselves, but rather, force
them to express themselves. What a relief to have
nothing to say, the right to say nothing, because only
then is there a chance of framing the rare, and ever
rarer, the thing that might be worth saying." The
problem of surplus, however, is not really
homologous to the problem of lack, and it is not even
amatter of quantity.

with Bakry Mohamed Salih, Rayan Elhadi Elsayed Hima, Yahya

Hamza Yahya, Bakry Mohamed Salih, Elsadig Mohmmed

Ahmed, Mohamed Salah Elmur, Mustafa Elsiddeg, Mustafa

Gasemlbari, Marwan Osman

network node Baab

type Lecture

about new liberalism, crises, mediatized
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Threshold Infrastructures of Residual
Spaces-I "Surplus of Destruction"
15th April 2021 16:00-17:30

Our workshop -in three parts- implicates complex
cartographies of images of forced displacement and
war circulating in the digital sphere. We are
particularly interested in discussing the social,
material, cultural, and political dimensions of digital
media infrastructures and threshold infrastructures
of residual spaces and related diverse issues such
as counter-surveillance, transversal labor
conditions, access, curation, and disruption of
violence and social inequalities through visual
documentation specifically open-source archives.

Infrastructure is the object between form and law as
architect Keller Easterling defines: “Infrastructure is
considered to be a hidden substrate—the binding
medium or current between objects of positive
consequence, shape, and law” (K.Easterling, 2014).
Recently, the discourses of infrastructure reveal the
role of infrastructure in more complex ways.
Incomplete and failures of infrastructure are often
related to the nature of the infrastructural functions
that prolong the process of the infrastructure
projects. The process becomesmore important
(than the complete infrastructure itself) where
actors such as the state, local governments,
developers, and citizens debate or negotiate, which
leads to more profit and surplus. In short, instead of
the complete object or presentation itself; the
incomplete, the continuous failure, or the process of
infrastructure becomes the vital part. Failure of
infrastructure or interruption of infrastructural

function brings co-existence of alternative ways of
infrastructure in the network of such cities.
Infrastructure as an assemblage is another current
discourse of infrastructure. As geographer Stephan
Graham describes: “ …urban infrastructures as
complex assemblages that bring all manner of
human, non-human, and natural agents into a
multitude of continuous liaisons across geographic
space” (Graham, 2010). We call “Threshold
Infrastructure” as multiple thresholds of spaces and
mediums.

The first part of our workshop focuses on the
specific region in Turkey that has been witnessing
intense political, cultural conflicts, urban
destruction, internal migration, and psychological
outcomes for over four decades. Thus, it is possible
to witness the neighborhoods where buildings and
humans become waste and garbage in the affected
region. We present our continuous visual research
that focuses on the residual space, its dynamics and
representations, and the circulation of the subject
and object in the towns; Diyarbakır, Mardin, and
Cizre. While tracing the sociological, economic, and
cultural reflections of the invisible sign and
unrecorded paths that lasted from urban
transformation andmigration footsteps on the
recordedmaterial, the workshop takes into its
center the methodologies of forensics and ge-
ontologies of visual documentation.

with Pelin Tan, Özge Çelikaslan

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about decolonization ,video research, counter-forensics
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Threshold Infrastructures of Residual
Spaces-II "Migrating images"
16th April 2021 16:00-17:30

"After several years spent on the global agenda with
its normalized images ofmisery circulating both in
mainstream and alternative channels, in September
2020 the infamous Moria camp was burned to the
ground as a result of a riot. Perhaps this is an
example of a residual space being “re-residualised”
as a form of resistance by its inhabitants. Since the
Moria camp burned down, migrants applying for
protection and asking for asylum have been forced
to live in the “provisory” camp also known as Moria
2.0, built on the toxic ground in an old military
shooting area on Lesbos Island. At the same time, a
newmigrant camp is now planned to be constructed
in an area adjacent to the only garbage dump of the
island, in a way that makes the concept of “waste
place” extremely concrete. What is the role of the
self-representative images ofmigrants in all these
oppressive dynamics? In which ways do these
images resist against mainstream representations
that normalize pain with countless repetitions?
What is the meaning of a “self-residualising” image
of a migrant taking a souvenir photo among the
ruins of the burned down old Moria camp? How is it
possible to produce resisting images and create
circulation networks in a place where the self-
representative images are prohibited and
criminalized by the authorities? This border region,
whose militarization has been increased through
increasing fluxes of capital, is not only hindering the
freedom ofmovement and the legitimate claims to
asylum, but it is also trying to criminalize the

migrants’ practices of visual self-representation and
to prohibit the free movement of images. On the one
hand, there is the ongoing circulation of
stereotyping mainstream images that contribute to
the normalization of suffering, while on the other
hand, the anonymous images used by migrants to
document their own situation constitute an attempt
to controvert this condition. We will discuss all these
issues and questions based on the direct
experiences of the Lesbos based video-activism
migrant collectives."

Threshold Infrastructures of Residual
Spaces III "Border Infrastructures &
Forensics"
17th April 2021 16:00-17:30

Forensic Architecture (fa) is a research agency,
based at Goldsmiths, University of London, carrying
out investigations with and on behalf of
communities and individuals affected by conflict,
police brutality, border regimes and environmental
violence. In this workshop, fa researcher Stefanos
Levidis will discuss the tools and techniques the
agency has developed and employed over the past
years in order to counter-investigate cases of state
violence at the external borders of the eu. Drawing
on several complementing case studies, participants
in the workshop will be introduced to complex

with Özge Çelikaslan, Pelin Tan, Nagehan Uskan

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about Border, self-representation, Moria camp
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methodologies of spatial and architectural
analysis, open-source investigation, digital
modelling, and immersive technologies, as well as
documentary research, situated interviews, and
cross-disciplinary collaboration.
The diverse spectrum of actors and practices
involved in these investigations provides critical
insight into how novel modes of evidence and
testimony amplification emerge, and how
interdisciplinary and collaborative research
provides a pathway to democratising the processes
of evidence production that have been traditionally
monopolised by the state.

Trouble Market
24th March 2021 09:00-11:00

Many problems facing humanity today are actually
the problems that companies and states (or power
centers) generate to protect their economic or
political systems, beyond human activities. In the
face of this power, many people have somehow
acknowledged the problems and lost their belief that
things could change, rather than focusing on the
problems that they had to focus on, and even let go
of those problems. trouble market is a speculative
design fiction to draw attention to the troubles of the
local society to which people belong; that tries to
commodify troubles and sell themwith the help of a
website, exactly as the system fictionalizes. Using
the methods the system uses to get people's
attention, it invites them to face the troubles they
are trying to escape from.

with Özge Çelikaslan, Stefanos Levidis, Pelin Tan

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about Borders, violence, forensics

with Oğuz Emre Bal, Eti Kastoryano

network node amberPlatform

type Workshop

about translocal problems, scoring, value exchange

UndergroundWomen
11th April 2021 14:00-15:00

Despite digital advancements, the spread of
technology and the availability of information,
information is still hoarded by specific parties. This is
attributed to the povertisation policies, the
oppression of freedoms and the forms of capitalist
colonization. And in this regard, third world countries,
especially thosewith a relogenies background are the
worst in intentionally spreading ignorance.
The current global system has been produced by the
colonial system, and it leads to the existence of
countries that monopolies institutions like
education, law, and health. This was imposed by the
formation of certain ministries, like health and the
health of a person shifted from a responsibility of the
family and the society, to become the responsibility
of the state. This has led to communities losing basic
information about human health, especially in terms
of women and sexual health.
According to statistics, Sudan has the highest
mortality rate of female deaths worldwide, and this
is due to existing policies in Sudan and worldwide
un equality, as well as lack of information. From
the above, came the idea to focus attention on
such issues.
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As Sudanese feminist, African women coming
from Islamic cultures and conservative families
with educational privileges. Thus, came the idea for
making a short movie, inspired by our personal
experiences, that discusses issues of women and
sexual health, and how rooted they are in society in
the form ofmisinformation andmyths.
There will be Q&A session after the movie.

Themovie “underground women” is composed of a
dialogue about women health and sexuality between
two female friends who share a living, in a small one
bedroom apartment. Ray is a feminist womenwho
graduated frommedical school, and Nour, is
another feminist womanwho graduated from
the school of economics.

network node Baab

type Screening

V' R' Darağaç Get-togethers
25th March / 1st/8th April 2021 16:00-17:00

Regular meetings of the invited applicants for the
call for v' r' darağaç: Introduction to a'21 vr
program; Artists and participants share their
motivations.

V' R' Storytellers - Designing
Experiences: Considerations for
Analog and Virtual Worlds
9th April 2021 16:00-17:00

When we talk about virtual and augmented realities
most often the discussions begin with defining the
tools. However, there is much value in stepping back
even further and asking ourselves: how do we define
an experience?

In this talk, I will discuss and share examples around
what it means to design an experience with
emphasis on howwe can connect humans to each
other and to themselves more deeply through use of
real and virtual spaces.

network node a21 core

type Panel

about VR, AR, Storytelling

with Rachel Uwa

network node a21 core

type Talk

about VR AR Storytelling
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V' R' Storytellers - Digital Darağaç
5th April 2021 16:00-17:00

We have been witnessing a period in which artworks
transfer from galleries andmuseums into spaces of
daily life and architecture becomes an artwork. As
an alternative to institutional spaces ofmuseum and
gallery, artists are forming art collectives by settling
at low-income neighborhoods. On the contrary to
the conventional, introverted spaces designed to
function particularly for exhibition, these collectives,
without an official and institutional substructure,
signify a hybrid, temporary, mobile and functionally
blurred concept of “art-space”. In this framework,
a case study is conducted on Darağaç Collective
which live and produce at Umurbey Neighborhood.
The concept of art-space is compared with other art
collectives in Turkey by means of group and
individual interviews, participant observations, and
archival research. This research examines this
alternative art collective which has turned the
neighborhood into an art-space.

There is no museum / virtual museum in Izmir to
house works of the artists. Therefore, artists
initiated independent art collectives. darağaç

artworks are produced and exhibited in uncontrolled
environment of the streets of Alsancak Umurbey
Neighborhood. Using these artworks as a case
study, this research intends to design and
implement an augmented reality that works in public
spaces where there is uncontrolled light, sound and
human traffic.

V' R' Storytellers - Hackathon
16th April 2021 12:00-14:00

with Güzden Varınlıoğlu

network node a21 core

type Talk

about VR, AR, Storytelling

network node a21 core

type Workshop

about VR, AR, Storytelling
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V' R' Storytellers - OPEN CALL
20th March 2021 12:00-14:00

v’ r’ storytellers open call VR Mentorship/
Exhibition, hosted by Darağaç.
20.03.2021 - 18.04.2021 12:00 - 17:00 (cet) [not:
tarihi bu şekilde girelim, saat gerekiyorsa onu da
ekleyebilirsiniz]

Amber Network Festival hosts an international
online VR workshop and hackathon. V’R’ Storytellers
invites artists, urbanists, designers, coders, 3D
artists, photographers and other professionals to
generate creative stories for a virtual exhibition in
Umurbey Neighbourhood (Izmir/Turkey) hosted by
Darağaç Collective. Regardless of its location on the
map, this district particularly reminds us ofmany
common problems which are discussed throughout
the world. The V’R’ Storytellers revolves around a
series of hands-on workshops where artists and
participants can share their projects and insights,
and concludes with a 3-day hackathon.

During the hackathon, participants will be invited to
utilize VR and develop artistic experiences to the
theme: boundaries of urban transformation/
gentrification/renewal and refugee/immigrant/
guest/neighbor. These concepts support the scope
of the festival's theme of Post-Digital Ignorance and
the urban texture. Interested participants will be
encouraged to utilise the Umurbey Neighbourhood/
Daragac as a canvas for their work though it is not a
requirement.

No previous experience is required. Women, poc,
lgbtq+ and others under-represented in the tech
world are highly encouraged to apply.

network node a21 core

type Talk

about VR, AR, Storytelling

V' R' Storytellers -
Storytelling in 360 Degree
6th April 2021 16:00-17:00

I will be talking about Storytelling in 360 degrees,
while presenting some examples ofmy works.
And the way I developed the ideas, translating them
into VR films.
The presentation will include subjects like the
structural difference of storytelling & narration in VR
space and was experienced before its emergence,
and the way we can train our mind to be able to
transform our ideas for a 360 degree imagination.
In the 2nd part of the talk we will go through the
ideas of the participants and how to develop them
toward a 360 experience.
It is strongly recommended that the participants
submit a sketch of what they want to create and a bit
of background on their practice and focus.

V' R' Storytellers - VR, Anthropology of
Tomorrow, Connecting Narratives and
the Birth of New Archives
7th April 2021 16:00-17:00

Based onmy latest VR Project: Afroroutes, I will be
addressing the issue of rebuilding the dispatched,
forgotten and disfigured narratives, and howVR
could be a game changer, reconnecting invisible
stories. Also through the process howVR is the
anthropology tool of the future par excellence,
expanding to the vital issue of new-archive creation.

with Soheila Golestani

network node a21 core

type Talk

about VR, AR, Storytelling

with Selim Harbi

network node a21 core

type Talk

about VR, AR, Storytelling
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V' R' Storytellers - VR/AR Talk,
dahProject
11th April 2021 15:00-16:00

Today, Creation with digital tools is not completely
restricted to be a professional in using these
technologies like before, and every day a new tool
with a different level of possibility comes to the
market to facilitate the creation process, So a wider
range of Ideas could come alive, in the workshop, we
will talk about how vr and ar could break the
boundaries, open newwindows of imagination for
artists in any medium andmake art creation and
curating more accessible.

V' R' Storytellers Virtual Exhibition
Opening
18th April 2021 15:00-17:00

with Mohsen Hazrati

network node a21 core

type Talk

about VR, AR, Storytelling

network node a21 core

type Panel

about Presentation, VR, AR, Storytelling

WAF& Deena Abdelwahed
27th March 2021 20:00-22:00

Let’s think of this work as an object. An object
without any (injunction) An object as a (proposition)
Proposition et non pas une injonction. Des choses
sans sens (avec une part d’insignifiant). Proposer la
chose et laisser libre cours à l’interprétation du sens
de la chose. Un drôle de truc en tension entre
l’insignifiant et donner un sens. Une invitation au
voyage.Un détour oisif pour se re-trouver.

This work is a «flânerie/déambulation» dans les
passages entre temps réel and réalité du temps.

As this work is under the influence of hazardous
shadows on the measures of our dialogue with each
other and with the self, it may still under
construction even when you will encounter its first
representation as an audio/video combination, that
will be diffused online on a suitable date.

This work is for any person that knows already about
what we want to say, and have to say, rather than
just wanting a proof to believe in many things said
and said, over and over since ages but no one seems
to care.
May-be, a glimpse of the vision of an idea about the
automatization of humanity through social-medias.
A collaboration betweenWafa Ben Romdhane aka
WAF, and Deena Abdelwahed.

with WAF, Deena Abdelwahed

network node a21 core

type Performance
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a21 core
Ekmel Ertan, Mathias Jud, Cagil Özdemir,
Nina Martin, Daniele Savasta, ChristophWachter

Oyoun
Louna bent Abdelmoula Sbou, Arjunraj Natarajan,
Hatice Tahtali, Mario Schwerdt

amberPlatform
Ebru Yetiskin, Zeynep Okyay

ADEF
Laura Cugusi

BAAB
Rajaa Shamam

Bishkek
Shaarbek Amankul

DAH Project
Milad Forouzandeh, Mohsen Hazrati

Daragaç
Cenkhan Aksoy, Ali Cem Dogan

Kounaktif
Youssef El Idrissi

NewMedia Society
Amirali Ghasemi

Sharaban
Hamza Chamas
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a’21 amberNetworkFestival

Catalogue, September 2021

104 pages.

Composed in Barlow.

The Barlow project is led by

Jeremy Tribby, a designer based

in San Francisco, USA.

Titles in a21 generative typeface

by Daniele Savasta.
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a’21 amberNetworkFestival with the themePost Digital
Ignorance took place between the 10th of March and 16th of May 2021 in the network nodes

amberPlatform (Istanbul), Darağaç (Izmir), New Media society (Tehran), DAH Project (Shiraz), KounAktif (Casablanca), BAAB (Khartoum), Shahraban (Baalbek), Bishkek

Contemporary (Bishkek) and ADEF (Cairo, Berlin) and the producer Oyoun (Berlin). All events were broadcasted online.As atruly
decentralized and international festival, a'21 was taking place at a very

special time, in line with the spirit and conditions of the time. Network members curated
a’21 content collectively and each node created as well as produced content in their local context. a’21 situates the lab in the core of the festival

where invited participants from allnetwork nodes
collectively
research, create and produce as well as curate and perform. The lab took place between 10th of March

and 18th of April 2021 and followed by an online exhibition onamber
networkfestival.org.


